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REMARKS
ON TIIK

MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY
or

NOVA SCOTIA.
BY C. T. JACKSON AND F. ALCRR.»

Communicated to the Jlimrkan Jkadtmy hi/ Tliumas JVuUall, jl. Jl S.

The peninsula of Nova Scotia is included between the 43d
and 4()tli tlegrees of north latitude, and between the (5 1st and GTth

degrees oC longitude west of the meridian of Greenwich. It is

* In justice to our renders, it beconicH us perhaps to state, that the paper now
oflcreii to the puijjic througli the American Academy's Memoirs, is, in part, a re-

publication of an essny wliich orifrinally appeared in Professor Siiiimaii's " Ameri-
can Journal of Science " in 18-28-n. It is that essay corrected and cidarged to a

considerable extent, by the additional facts collected durint; a more recent, and,

from the method adopted, we believe a more general and accurate examination of

the Peninsula of Nova Scotia in the sinnmer of \S-Z{) ; undertaken with the view of

determining the character of some f.nv spots which had not been visited during
our former excursion, or on which, from causes beyon.l our contrr.l, we were then
unable to bestow that minute atter'ion, to which their structure and interesting

geological rrh.lions have since shown them so fully entitled. Some paragraphs in

the former paper have been omitted in this, in a few places, where it became ne-

cessary from a more particular examination of the subjects to which they related
;

others have also been substituted in a few places, where the descrijjtion of a snl)-

stance would be made more brief, or whore a still more interesting form of a sub-

stance could be brought in with advantage. This paper is intended to comprise,

with as much order as the blending of old observations with new would admit, such

\
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connected with the continent by a narrow isthmus, and is bound-

ed on the north by the Strait of Northumberland, on the north-

east by the Gut of Canseau, by which it is separated from Cape

Breton, on the south and southeast by the Atlantic ocean, and on

the west by the Bay of Fundy. The whole Province is nearly

three hundred miles in length, by one hundred and fifty in breadth,

and embraces not less than fifteen thousand square miles of sur-

face.

The face of the country presents, with some irregularity, three

distinct ranges of high land, two of which have some claim to the

title they bear, of mountains, although they rarely attain an ele-

vation of more than five hundred foet above the sea. The other

range consists of rounded hills of inconsiderable elevation, ex-

tending through the county of Cumberland, and the districts of

Colchester and Pictou. The first two ranges are called the

South and North mountains ; the former extending through the

Province in the direction east-northeast, and crossing the coun-

ties of Annapolis, Kings, Hants, Colchester, and Pictou. This

range is bounded, on the north and west, by the valley through

facts relating to the geological structure and mineral productions of Nova Scotia

as have come within the scope of our personal examination. We are aware that a

large blank remains to be filled up on the subjects of which it treats, before these

interesting branches of the natural history of that region can be fully elucidated,

or its real mineral resources made known ; and we can only repeat, what we have

said on a former occasion, that we hope soon to see it filled up by the examinations

ofour own countrymen, as well as of the inhabitants of Nova Scotia, to whom it may
be thought the labor more properly belongs. But we trust that enough will be

said, to show that the country, in her mineral constitution, has treasures laid up,

which will afford ample materials for the exercise of the native skill and industry

of her citizens, and will always secure to her the advantages of an exporting trade.
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which the Annapolis river winds its course for more than eighty
miles, carrying withit therich loam brought by the rivulets and tor-

rents which contribute their waters to swell this beautiful river, de-
positing it along its course, and thereby forming a part of the fertile

alluvium of this valley. The North mountains, however, contribute
much more generously to the fertility of the land, from the pecu-
liar rocks of which they consist, producing by their decay the

most luxuriant soil. The North mountains form the southwestern
coast of the Province, skirting the Bay of Fundy, and having the
Annapolis river at their southern base. They extend, with but a
single interruption in their continuity, nearly one hundred and
thirty miles, and present to the sea an insuperable barrier against
its encroachments. The direction of this range is northeast and
southwest, with a gentle curve towards the Bay of Fundy, to

which it presents a series of lofty mural precipices, well adapted
to resist the encroachments of its overwhelming tides and tumul-
tuous waves. This range formed by far the most fruitful field of

our researches, and rewarded our labors by presenting the mjst
interesting appearances, and many rare and beautiful specimens.
We shall describe it nearly in the order in which its different parts

were examined by us, beginning with Digby Neck, which affords

pecuhar facilities to the researches of inquirers into its geological

structure and mineral productions.

This narrow strip of land is a continuation of the North
mountains from Annapolis Gut, and, extending thirty miles to the

westward, is bounded on the north by the Bay of Fundy, and
on the south by St. Mary's Bay, which separates it from the main
territory. At its western extremity are situated Long Island and
Brier's Island

; the former separated from the latter by Grand Pas-
sage, and from the main peninsula by Petit Passage ; but geologi-
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cally considered, they are a continuation of the neck of land, with

which, though separated from it by these narrow channels, they

are identical in structure and composition. They arc composed

of trap, under its diflerent modifications, to the entire exclusion

of every other rock ; and, like most islands of a similar nature when

freely exposed to the ocean, they present scenery of unrivalled

grandeur and magnificence. On the south side of Brier's Island

near the entrance of the channel, the clilfs present a very striking

assemblage of neat and regular columnar masses, which some-

times descend in lofty and continuous ranges of steps for many

hundred yards into the sea ; their serrated ridges rising up here

and there from beneath its surface, and appearing, at first sight,

like so much pier-work reared in defence of the island ; which

purpose, indeed, Lhey may be said to answer in an admirable man-

ner, since many of the masses scarcely break the surface of the

water, and others are so concealed at shallow depths below it, as,

in connexion with the currents that set in among them, to render

an approach to the harbour dangerous even on ordinary occasions,

and when directed by the most experienced mariners. We met
with the wreck of a ship that had been driven in upon them a

year or two since, and we were informed by the inhabitants,

that the cargo and part of the unfortunate crew were lost.

Situated as this island is, nearly in the direct route of ves-

sels bound to St. John's, or up the Bay of Fundy, the dan-

ger of such accidents is not a little increased by the fogs and

storms that suddenly close in upon this region, and which are

sometimes known to endure for the continued space of three

and four weeks. From the prevalence of these fogs, the island is

comparatively barren of vegetation, and presents a dreary sur-

face, affording only scanty support to the miserable sheep that
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are kept upon it. Thus driven from the soil, the hardy inhabi-

tants of the island resort to fishing as their chief employment.
But this remark cannot be applied, as it unjustly has been, to

many other parts of the Province, which, as respects soil and
climate, are not surpassed, we believe, by any section of New
England.

The columnar or basaltiform structure of the trap is exhibited
in greater perfection and to a much greater extent, on this i.«land

than upon the opposite
; but this is owing in a great degree to

its being more exposed to the ravages of the ocean, which
have develoi)ed the columns to a greater extent, and probably
not so much to any intrinsic deficiency of the rock itself in

exhibiting, externally, all its characteristic marks. They usu-
ally present five or seven sides, very smooth and perfect, and are

very variable in their length and proportions, no less than in their

internal characters
; but as far as we traced them, they did not

exhibit in their superposition, the depressions and corresponding
convexities, so common to the trap of some regions. It is merely
for the want of these characters, and a greater compactness in

the mechanical arrangement of its particles, that this trap comes
short of the genuine basalt of the most noted European localities.

Indeed, the difference in respect to internal characters, on com-
parison with masses of basalt from the Hebrides, is found too
slight to be made a point of distinction between them. No min-
erals were observed on this island, excepting a few narrow veins

of red jasper occasionally encircling the columns ; the amygdaloid,
their usual gangue, not appearing along the coast so far as we
followed it. We regret that foggy weather prevented us from
passing round to the opposite shore of the island, where, as we
were informed by the inhabitants, the cliffs rise to a more remark-

2
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able height ; but its chnrncler was clearly indicutcd by (he long

causeway, known as the *' Har," that runs out into the sea for more

than a mile, and over which the billows were heard to roll in with

great violence. From the information we obtained, we are led to

believe that the substrata of sandstone are there seen to crop out

from beneath the trap, thus making the western terminus of

the North mountains similar to the Eastern.

At the northeast point of Long Island, the amygdaloid, on

which the irregular colunmar rock rests, is accessil)le, and its

cavil ics are found Idled with nodules of chlorite, to the exclu-

sion of the zeolites, which, as we shall have occasion to show,

more generally occur in other i)laces. These nodules, when

broken, present laminic, of a beautiful leek-green color, radiating

from the centre, and rarely crystallized in low tabular crystals,

often intersecting each other. The chlorite has often been

removed by external causes, thus imparting to the rock a vesicu-

lar appearance ; but in some few cases, the cavities were natu-

rally left void, constituting real vesicular amygdaloid.

Tlu! veins of jasper, as they traverse the amygdaloid, become

singularly altered in their character, being converted into a sub-

stance, resembling in appearance imperfectly burned bricks of

potters' clay. The specimens from the interior of the vein,

where it had not been acted upon by exposure, presented the

same appearance ; some parts were in fact perfect clay-stone.

As the veins entered the superincumbent trap, they became

altered in appearance, and in the course of a few yards, were

converted into a very perfect red jasper. Three or four veins

were observed, presenting similar appearances.

In crossing Petit Passage, a deep and precipitous channel,

through which the flood tides rush with great violence into the

fee
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B»yofP„„.ly, and form a <l„„Kor«,„ " n,n<,.„„y," requiring, a,we fomul, a very strong wind to coun..ract il, (he (m<. spot
<leserv,„K of notice on account of remarkal.lc Reolo«ical feature,
.» an ,n,len,alio„ on the south side of Digby Neck, k„„w„ „,'

r.»-io Htver Valley. Here the trap displays, with wonderful
synunelry. ,„ hasaltiform structure, and presents a lofty precipice
to the sea, where the river empties into St. Mar,',, Hay, com-
posed of prismatic column, of three, five, and nine sides, fre-
quenty broken horizontally, and in some places in.perfectly
arfcnlated, apparently by their motion on each other, occasioned
by he

.eaJ thus resembling in a s.rikins manner, the basaltic
rocks ol the Gianfs Causeway on the coast of Ireland. These
pr.sma,ic blocks are usually two or three feet in diameter, and
omet,mes a, many yards in length md.rnken. Not unfrenuen.ly
hey have been dashed from .heir pedestals, and tumbled in con-
luston agamst each other, forming irregular Gothic arches, which,
by then' rude forms, give additional wildncss to the scene. The
exposed surfaces of the trap, from the ad.litional oxidizeraent of
he tron ,t contains, exhibit a brownish red color, but on recent
fracture .tsmternal structure is fine-grained, and of homogeneous
aspect, the hornblende being alone visible to the naked eye. It is
heavy tenacious, and sometimes sonorous. That it is magnetic,
like the trap of some other countries, we think is clearly provedby the act, that surveyors find their compasses very sensibly in-
luenced n, running lines in difleren. parts of Digby Neck. But
th,s mlluence they have hitherto erroneously attributed to large
deposits of magnetic iron, of the existence of which there is but
little evidence.

We have already observed that the local peculiarities and
external forms of the trap rocks i„ this region, give i, unquestion-
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able claims to the title of basalt ; but as we have no particular

partiplity for this term, and as the rock may differ in its internal

characters from most of the basalt from Ireland, we have con-

cluded to make use of the term columnar trap, leaving the

question of its identity with the basalt of Ireland, to be decided

by those better able to do it than ourselves ; though we are

aware, that some of the best writers on geology, do not admit

any distinction between them. The experiments of Sir James

Hall show very plainly, that the mechanical structure of trap may

be coarse or fine, in proportion to the rapidity with which it

passed, from its igneous or liquid state, into its columnar form ;

and therefore, as might well be expected, we meet with masses

that differ widely in these respects at the same locality.

The neAt place of interest we shall mention, is Mink Cove,

which is about five miles east of Little River. It is a harbour

of inconsiderable depth, and presents nothing very peculiar in

its geological features. A few interesting minerals, ' iwever,

occur in the columnar trap and amygdaloid. They are red, yel-

low, and ribbon jasper, which traverse the precipice in veins from

eight inches to a foot wide, and run for a considerable distance

through t e rock ; the yellow jasper occupying the amygdaloid on

which the columnar trap rests, passes, as it enters the more dense

superincumbent rock, into red jasper of fine texture, often ren-

dered more beautiful by zones of various colors winding in con-

centric circles through the mass. They are fit subjects for the

lapidary's wheel, and when polished, constitute ornamental speci-

mens. A curious mineral also occurs in the amygdaloid of tliis

place, consisting of broad lamellae of quartz, disposed in parallel

and intersecting plates, having the interstices filled wiih calcare-

ous spar, giving the specimens the appearance of alternations of
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siliceous and calcareous sinter. The veins of jasper present
geodes of quartz and amethyst, enclosing crystals of transparent
white chabasie measuring nearly an inch across the rhombic
planes

;
they are usually indented by the quartz crystals, over

which they are scattered.

The next place worthy of notice is Sandy Cove, about five
miles from the last described locality. This cove is the largest
indentation on the coast of St. Mary's Bay, and from its favorable
situation, It is considered the finest harbour. Its surroun(hng
walls consist of trap, rising from the strand in huge sheets, nearlym a vertical position, and sometimes divided transversely into
separate blocks or tables, that lie one above another with their
connecting surfaces perfectly flat. They do not exhibit in their
structure, the beautiful symmetry observed in the columns of Litde
River and Brie.'s Island; from which also, they differ in being
of coarser texture, and in containing a large portion of green
earth, by which they assume a distinct greenish hue. This
diff-erence in mineralogical composition and external figure, which
we have also noticed at other places, seems owing to certain
local causes, of which we shall speak in another place. It is a
difference which is observed no less distinctly in other countries.

Nearer the head of the cove, the precipice gradually falls
away, and a bank of brecciated and amygdaloidal trap takes its
place, and abounds with nodules and geodes of many beautifully
crystallized minerals. Their inner surfaces are sometimes lined
with a delicate white filamentous substance, resembling fibres of
cotton

; apparently fibrous mesotype, similar to that found by Dr
M'Culloch on the Isle of Skye. We also met with interesting
specimens of quartz, exhibiting the form of the primary obtuse
rhomboid, in a few instances perfect, and measuring more than

3

I
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three eighths of an inch in diameter. But usually the crystals are

modified by the absence of solid angles and replacement of

single planes, which, by their extension, tend to produce common

six-sided pyramids. The amygdaloid is traversed by narrow and

indistinct veins of specular iron ore, sometimes hollow, and en-

closing white transparent chabasie. Not unfrequently, insulated

crystals of the specular ore are imbedded in limpid chalcedony,

thus forming a singular variety of agate.

But a substance more likely to interest the mineralogist at

this place, is laumonite. This curious mineral presents itself, trav-

ersing the amygdaloid in veins sometimes a foot wide, running in

vertical, inclined, and zigzag directions. The substances of these

veins, especially the crystals, are more or less decayed, in situa-

tions most excluded from moisture ; and the best specimens were

found only in those places which were regularly covered by the

tide. Into ihe cavities of these veins, the laumonite projects in

beautiful groups of crystals, which exhibit the form of the prima-

ry oblique rhombic prism, firmly implanted at one extremity, and

at the other terminated by a single rhombic plane, inclining from

one acute angle to the other. The crystals are colorless and

transparent, and frequently an inch in length. The calcareous

spar which forms the walls of the veins, is often scattered over

these groups in insulated rhomboids, considerably more obtuse

than the primary crystals, and exhibits examples of hemitropic

combination. Interspersed also with these, are brilliant span-

gles of specular iron ore, which give much additional beauty to

the specimens, and serve at the same time to support the crystals

of this fragile mineral. It is not a little singular that we have been

unable to discover, in the form of the crystals of laumonite, the least

modification by the absence of either edges or solid angles; while in
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specimens from another reality, to be mentioned hereafter, it is

as difficult to discover a single crystal which has not the addition
of secondary planes

The accompanying calcareous spar, like that similarly associ-

ated from Brittany, is exceedingly phosphorescent, emitting a
beautiful gold-yellow light when thrown upon a heated plate of
iron. But this property is by no means peculiar to this substance
thus associated

;
for we have examined specimens from other parts

of Nova Scotia, as well as from various localities in Europe and
the United States, and find that all, without a single exception,
possess this property, when placed on heated bodies. The
Count de Bournon observed that from Brittany to be more phos-
phorescent than any he had seen from other localities ; and we
are unable to say whether this from Nova Scotia is equal to that,

not having a specimen from Brittany in our possession.

About one mile east of Sandy Cove, the specular iron ore
referred to, appears in more important veins, and affords speci-

mens not inferior in beauty to those from Elba. When not
massive, it occurs in flat, tabular crystals, often with curvilinear

and striated faces, resembling many of the specimens of this

substance from volcanic districts. Crystals, exhibiting some
portion of the planes of the primary acute rhomboid, are some-
times met with attached to the gangue ; but they are usually very
much modified by replacements on their edges and angles.

Magnetic iron ore also occurs at this locality, forming naiTow
veins in the amygdaloid

; but neither of these ores occurs in

quantities worth exploring. The best crystallized specimens of
the latter, are found along the water-courses, in the soil that has
been produced by the degradation of the amygdaloid that once
surrounded them. Indeed, the soil is abundant mixed with
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large and very perfect crystals, in the form of the primary octa-
hedron, exhibiting the passage of this form into rhombic dodeca-
hedrons, which they sometimes complete, and thus become
isomorphous with tne Franklinite, which generally presents this

decrement. They are also sometimes imbedded in earthy oxide
of manganese, which occurs very sparingly.

Crossing from Sandy Cove to the Bay of Fundy, about the
distance of one mile, we came to an indentation called Outer
Sandy Cove, between which and the inner cove, is a small but
extremely beautiful lake of fresh water, with a sandy bottom,
and having a very diminutive outlet into the Bay of Fundy.'
These two coves are nearly connected by this little lake. The
rocks at this cove present no remarkable peculiarities of structure.
The shore is composed of immense sheets of trap of the amor-
phous variety, which shelve or dip towards the Bay of Fundy,
at an angle of 10 or 15 degrees, and finally disappear beneath its'

waters. The most interesting features of this place are the large
veins of red jasper which appear in parallel ridges, resembling, in
a striking manner, the brick battlements upon the inclined roofs
of houses, and extending from the highest part of the shore to

low-water mark. These ridges stand as monuments to show the
continual effect of a turbulent sea, which has worn away the
rock they traverse with comparative facility, and left them entire,
or slightly polished, as obstacles to its further encroachments.
They contain, in some places, geodes of quartz, amethyst, and
nch specimens of agate, formed by narrow threads of red jasper
traversing white transparent chalcedony, in a zigzag manner, and
when polished, constitute beautiful specimens.

Following the shore of St. Mary's Bay, eastwardly as we
leave Sandy Cove, and examining at low water the fragments
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which have been detached from the precipices above, and pro-
fusely scattered along their base at the water's edge, we found
in abundance agates of various kinds, and possessing great beauty.
Some were of the variety called fortification agate, from a resem-
blance to military works, on the polished surface of the specimens.
This variety is often found well characterized on the shore;
sometimes in small nodules, which have been polished by attri-

tion, and resemble the Scotch pebble in every respect : at other
times It is found in large tabular masses, which are evidently the
ruins of veins from the overhanging trap rocks. The specimens
of this vicinity frequenUy contain the outlines of many fortifica-

tions in the compass of a few inches. The base of this agate is

an opaque white chalcedony, alternating with rows of trans-

parent quartz and yeUow jasper, the last generally constituting
the external layer. Fine brecciated agates were also met with,
composed of angular masses of red and yeUow jasper cemented
by transparent and amethystine quartz, often enclosing, in geodes,
beautiful crystals of purple amethyst, which, covering the whole
interior of the cavity with protruding crystals, vie in beauty with
any specimens brought from the banks of the Rhine. A large
geode was found on the shore of St. Mary's Bay, which, weighing
more than forty pounds, was composed almost entirely of the
richest purple amethyst, the mass having but a thin coat of forti-

fication agate externally. On an examination of the crystals of this

geode, we found a subsiance of a reddish brown color, traversing
the amethyst, in fibres or acicular crystals, which, beginning at the
implanted extremity of the crystal, shoot out into diverging, sco-
piform, and fasciculated groups, to the opposite extremity. On
exposure to a full red heat, this amethyst loses its color, becomes
transparent, and ha-, a vitreous lustre ; the included fibres, at the

4
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same time, are changed in color to a dark brownish black. On
fracturing one of the crystals of amethyst, we obiained a

portion of the fibres, which, on examination with the microscope,

showed a reddish brown substance, with specks of a brass yellow,

which we recognised as sulphuret of iron, the color being very

speedily changed to brownish black by exposure before the blow-

pipe, when it became magnetic, as did the surrounding brown

substance. We are then led to conclude that the yellow is iron

pyrites, and the brown fib-es red oxide of iron, which dorbdess

had its origin from the decomposition of the for.ner. The ame-

thyst, traversed by this substance, is of a much deeper color than

that in which it is not present, and the color appears deepest in

the immediate vicinity of the fibres ; hence we should be led to

think that a portion of its color was derived from this mineral.

The fibres are so minute, that we are unable to ascertain if man-

ganese be present in them.

Large masses of red jasper, weighing more than a ton each,

lie scattered along the base of Titus' Hill, which rises abruptly

from the shore of St. Mary's Bay. This jasper is frequently of

a fine texture, and is banded by stripes of various colors. Some-
times it appears to have been made up of rounded fragments of

red jasper, cemented by chalcedony, thus being converted into

brecciated agate ; but this is not uniformly the case, for the frag-

ments are more frequently encrusted with druses of quartz,

which unite them to each other. Cavities of considerable size

are found in these masses of jasper, having their interior surfaces

lined with a covering of crystalHzed quartz, which projecting in

stalactites from the superior part of the geode, to which they are

attached by a slender neck, hang down into the centre, having

the dependent extremi'v enlarged by a radiation of crystals.
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Small portions of jasper are frequently included in the crystals,

and give a beautiful appearance to the specimens.

On the coast of the Bay of Fundy, about six miles east of
Sandy Cove, is an inconsiderable indentation, known by the
name of Trout Cove. It presents but few interesting minerals.
The situation of the rocks, however, is picturesque. The colum-
nar trap is recumbent on amygdaloid, which here exists in a very
narrow and almost inaccessible bed at the base of the precipice

;

the rocks have been tumbled in great confusion against each
other, forming rude irregular passages under their walls. The
only minerals to reward the collector for visiting this place, are
some varieties of agate, which do not occur elsewhere on Digby
Neck. They have a ground of highly translucent chalcedony
of a blue color, with angular fragments of red jasper included,
and are of a very fine texture ; they improve much on ^he lapi-

dary's wheel, and constitute beautiful specimens of this curious
variety. The chalcedony has sometimes, imbedded in if, slender
threads of blood-red jasper, which alternating with several differ-

ent shades of color, twisted in zigzag directions, and preserving
its parallelism with the others, constitutes a singular combination
of fortification agate, and bloodstone in the same specimen,— the
outworks of the fort being delineated by this blood-red zone.
The agates occur, constituting veins in the columnar trap, which
are seldom more than three inches wide. Chalcedony, of a very
fine texture and smooth surface, and, on recent fracture, of a

perfectly pure white, also occurs at this place. It occurs, like the

agates above mentioned, in veins rarely more than an inch wide,

in the columnar trap. This variety, on account of its fine tex-

ture and good color, appears well adapted to be worked into

cameos and other ornaments.
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The next place which we visited on the coast of the Bay of

Fundy, is a cove, which has received the singular appellation of

Gulliver's Hole. This cove is the largest indentation which the

sea has been able to effect, on the iron-bound coast of the Bay

of Fundy. It penetrates about three fourths of a mile into the

land ; and being narrower at its entrance, which is protected by

massy columns of trap rocks, it affords a secure retreat to the

small fishing-vessels which frequent these waters, when the wind

is too violent for them to ride on the unsheltered coast. This

locality will prove of interest to the mineralogist, on account of a

curious variety of stilbite, which here occurs incrusting the walls

of narrow, but deep and perpendicular fissures in the trap. On
either side of these chasms, the stilbite occurs in compressed

laminae, projecting horizontally, or at right angles with the rock to

which they are attached, for the distance of about an inch.

They are crystalized, at their free extremities, in the form of the

right rectangular prism, terminated by pyramids, and with nume-

rous other modifications. The crystals are arranged in a very

irregular manner, crossing and intersecting each other at right

angles, so as to produce between them cellular interstices of

various forms. The color of this stilbite is white, with a slight

tinge of grey ; it is glistening and somewhat pearly on cleavage

;

before the blowpipe it melts easily into a porous glass, without

color and transparent. Large sheets of it are easily detached

from the rock, by means of the hammer and chisel, and they

form fine specimens of a singular variety of this mineral.

Magnetic iron ore in veins about a foot wide, associated with

jaspery red iron ore, occurs in the trap rock at this place ; but as

the veins are exceedingly irregular in their course, and often

terminate abruptly, little dependence can be placed upon them

i

i
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for mining. This remark will apply to all the veins of iron ore

which we discovered on DigbyNeck; for although the ore is

very rich, yielding as much as sixty per cent, of iron, it is so scat-

tered in narrow, unprofitable veins, that it can never do more than

supply the mineralogist with specimens of the objects of his

science.

Proceeding in our researches eastwardly along the opposite

shore, nothing of pecuhar interest presents itself, until we reach

nearly the extremity of St. Mary's Bay. This bay is separated

from Annapolis Basin, by a narrow isthmus on which the town of

Digby is situated, and which connects Digby Neck with a moder-
ately elevated range of hills, to be mentioned more particularly

when we treat of that formation. This isthmus, which no where
attains an elevation of more than one hundi-ed feet, is composed
almost entirely of sandstone without presenting, so far as our

examination has gone, any traces of marine or other organic

rehcs. It undoubtedly underlies the neighbouring trap rocks of

the North mountains, and supports them through their whole
extent

;
but its junction with the trap was not observed at this

place, though in a distant section of the North mountains it is

seen rising up from beneath it, and forming the coast for a consid-

erable distance. On the shore of St. Mary's Bay, a vertical sec-

tion of this sandstone is presented, of about one hundred und

fifty feet in height; spreading its broad face to the sea, and being

the natural barrier against its violence, it has received the

appropriate appellation of " the sea-wall." It consists of the red

and grey varieties, alternating with each other in long parallel

strata, running nearly north and south, and gradually inclining

away at an angle of about ten degrees, till it disappears beneath

the surface. The strata vary much in thickness, but from four

5
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inches to four feet will include the limits of their variation. The

'.i:
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first ten or twelve feet of the precipice include uniform altema*

tions of the grey variety alone ; above this succeeds a beautifully

variegated kind, made up with white, grey, and variously shaded

red-colored stripes, which, rising in continually widening strata,

become gradually of a deeper red, and finally pass, distinctly,

into the red sandstone, retaining this character through the

remaining superposition of the strata. This red sandstone con-

sists of minute grains of siliceous and calcareous matter, inter-

spersed with spangles of mica. Attached to it are small beds of

reddle, or red chalk, usually occupying the spaces between

approximate strata, and preventing their actual contact. This

variety is comparatively soft, and more readily acted upon by

external causes than the grey, which has a much co -.rser, and by

no means so uniform a texture. Both effervesce briskly in nitric

acid, but the grey contains a greater portion of the calcareous

ingredient. This sandstone does not contain veins of gypsum or

Umestone. In fact, the reddle was the only simple mineral which

we observed in it. The entire precipice, from the feeble cohe-

sion of its parts, is rapidly acted upon by the ordinary causes of

decay ; large masses are almost continually losing their hold

above, and adding new matter to the slope of debris, which

inclines from its base into the sea.

On the road to Digby, about three miles from " the sea-wall,"

we met with an interesting deposit of magnetic iron ore, although

it did not prove to be a very extensive one. A collection of

masses, in all about twenty tons, were found lying in the soil, and

confined to a very narrow space on the south side of Nichols'

mountain. The rock, in which they originally occurred, and

which, by its decay, had left them disconnected, is amygdaloid of

'.r
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a fragile character, presenting few or no mineral ingredients.

On breaking these masses, they were found to possess a coarse

granular structure, and sometimes to present, in their cavities, octa-

hedral and dodecahedral crystals of great brilliancy and perfection.

They were highly magnetic, and some of the masses possessed po-

larity. They presented beautiful druses of amethyst in violet crys-

tals, projecting from grounds of chalcedony containing small glob-

ular masses of mesotype and calcareous spar. They also contain

brilliant druses of quartz, presented in botryoidal and stalactitic

forms. Occasionally, the amethyst, quartz, and chalcedony are

united in one specimen, enclosing imperfect crystals of magnetic

iron, and constituting, when polished, a singular variety of brecci-

ated agate, showing the metallic concretions deeply imbedded in

the transparent mass.

Near this place, a small stream takes its rise from the moun-
tains, called William's Brook, which, running some distance south-

eastwardly, empties its waters into St. Mary's Bay. On the

banks of this stream, near its source, we discovered veins of a

radiated milk quartz in the amygdaloidal trap, coated externally

with a thin incrustation of green e?rth, and having vacancies

internally crystallized, and enclosing, in some of the geodes, a

beautiful pearly white foliated heulandite, with stilbite often radi-

ated, and sometimes intersected by the laminae of heulandite.

The two minerals being thus exhibited tegether in the same speci-

men, their distinguishing peculiarities are rendered much more
obvious. Indeed the most unpractised eye readily distinguishes

the bright pearly lustre of the heulandite, from the dull greyish

white reflection of the stilbite. In the same geode with the

heulandite, occurs a greenish mineral, crystallized in the form of

the obtuse rhomboid, and possessing all the characters of chaba-
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sie, excepting color. It is probably that mineral, colored by

green earth. These masses often occupy the whole interior of

the geodes, and are deeply indented by the pyramids of the

surrounding quartz crystals ; whence we suppose it to have been

of more recent formation, or at least of more recent induration,

than the quaitz enveloping it. Jiotryoidal tacholong also occurs,

encrusting the interior of die vacant cavities of the (piartz. This

locality will repay the mineralogical traveller for the trouble of

a visit
; and the course of the stream is a correct guide to the

spot where specimens may be procured.

The only place which we have not already described, worthy

of a visit from the geologist, is that part of Digby Neck where
the North mountain range is intenupiedby the Gut of Annapohs.

This is two miles from the town of Digby. At this place, is situ-

ated the Light-house, which serves to guide navigators to the

entrance of Annapolis ]iasin, the most capacious and secure

hail)our for large vessels in Nova Scotia, and one in which, as is

observed by an historian of the country, a thousand ships may
ride, secure from every wind.

The site of the Light-house is on a projecting rock of colum-

nar trap of the most compact variety ; and the numerous irregular

crevices have been filled with chalcedony, Jasper, and agate,

which, adhering firmly to the contiguous rock, give it additional

firmness, enabling it to resist successfully the fury of the waves,

which, in boisterous weather, dash completely over the precipice,

and wash from its surface every trace of soil or vegetation. The
centres of the columns of trap appear to be more readily acted

upon by the sea, than the parts contiguous to the chalcedonic

veins, and thus concavides are produced, in which the spray from

the sea, slowly evaporating, leaves crystals of its saline contents,

as in natural salt-pans.
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The rocks at this place are cohimnar trap, incumbent on
amygdaloid, and present a surface exactly corresponding to that
on the opposite side of the Gut, which is but half a mile wide,
and appears as if it had been separated by violence, and not worn
away by the action of the sea, which, however, at other places,
has been a wonderful agent in undermining the lofty superstruc-
ture of columnar rock that skirts this coast. T ) the most re-
markable of these we shall have occasion to refer hereafter.
Des Barres, in his - Atlantic Neptune," has given several beauti-
fully drawn views of the scenery of Nova Scotia, exhibiting the
bold and magnificent features of the Bay of Fundy (equalled only
by northern Ireland and the Hebrides), as well as of the tamer
and more varied scenery of other parts, taken during the survey
of this coast in the year 1779, by order of the British govern-
ment. Among these, we have a picturesque view of the cliffs at
the entrance of Annapolis Gut, just referred to, which, with
some alterations making it more conformable to the present appear-
ance of the spot, conveys so well the true character of this
scene, that we gladly avail ourselves of this opportunity of bring-
ing it again before the public eye, especially as the work of
Des Barres has now become very rare ; one perfect copy being
all we met with in Nova Scotia. [See Plate I. at the end
of this volume.]

Leaving Annapolis Gut, our attention will next be directed to
Chute's Cove, which is about twenty miles from it. The interme-
diate coast we did not examine particularly, but sailed by so near
It as to observe its more prominent features. It presents lofty
precipices of trap rocks, and affords the mariner no harbour of
suthcient security from the sudden gales that spring up on this
coast. Even Chute's Cove, although it is considered the best.

6
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and has a small settlement, will afford him a safe retrci only dur-

ing certain winds, as it stands nearly open to the sea. The trap,

composing the bottom of this cove, is in distinct columnar

masses, the surfaces of which present, from the action of the sea,

assisted by the motion of sand and pebbles, shallow, basin-like

cavities, regularly curving from the centre up to the edge, which

is harder, and formed of quartz and jasper, and in some places

has become highly polished. The quartz and jasper are inter-

posed between the columns like a cement, and very firmly at-

tached to them. We observed several columns beyond the reach

of the sea, which exhibited to a less extent the same appearances,

proving, however, that ordinary causes have a direct tendency to

produce these depressions on their surfaces. The minerals we

obtained in our visit to this spot, were found about one mile west

from the cove, where we met with an immense waste of water-

worn and nearly globular masses of trap, running down like

a pavement into the sea. Many of these masses are highly pol-

ished by attrition, and they frequently exhibit, on their surfaces,

small globular concretions of heliotrope, or bloodstone, imbedded

in a chalcedony of a very deep green color. This interesting

mineral also occurs not far ofT in veins traversing amygdaloid, and

exhibits, in the green chalcedony, which seems to owe its color

to the green earth that frequently invests it, minute, thread-like,

and diverging branches of a high crimson color. The chalcedon-

ic part has a milky hue, and passes into carnelian.

At Chute's Cove, six miles east of the locaUty just mentioned,

the rocks resume their abrupt character, and present lofty preci-

pices of columnar trap resting on amygdaloid, abounding with

zeolites. The shape of the cavities presented by this amygda-

loid, is very singular ; for instead of the spheroidal shape, in
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which Ihey usually occur, we are here presented with cylindrical

cavities, from half an inch to two inches in diameter, and often
more than a foot in length. They are mostly vertical or but
slightly inclined, and sometimes branch in a curious manner.
The interior of these cylinders is usually coated with a thin

layer of green earth, over which an incrustation of beautiful

crystals of heulandite is deposited. A considerable space
is usually left void in the centre, and the projecting crystals

are remarkably perfect, exhibidng many curious modifica-

tions on the primary form. The most common is the re-

placement of the solid obtuse angles, and the lateral acute
edges by single planes, thus producing a hexahedral prism with
dihedral summits. The heulandite is not always crystallized, but
often entirely fills the tube with lamina, intersecting each other
in an irregular manner, as if it had attempted crystallization in a
s; ace too limited to allow room for the crystals to become per-
fect. They are evidently the product of one crystallization, for

there are never concentric layers of this mineral in the tubes.

These cylinders, studded with brilliant crystals of heulandite,

constitute specimens highly interesting to the mineralogist ; but
the form and position of the cavities may be considered valuable

evidence in accounting for the origin of the trap rocks. Ourhmits
will not permit us to dwell on this subject sufficiently to weigh
the evidence against any theory, but we may venture to hint at

the evidence which may be derived from their form and position.

If the cavities were produced by the expansion of an elastic fluid,

the pressure being equal in all directions, a spherical cavity

would necessarily be produced; and this might be converted into

a cylindrical cavity or tube, by the hardening of that portion
of the rock to which the upper hemisphere was attached.
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and by a subsidence of the tenacious mass below, containing

the other hemisphere. The hes are often bent at right

angles, as if the rock had been subjected to an alternate ir-

regular elevation and depression. The occurrence of native

copper in a similar cavity, a few miles to the east of this

place, might probably be adduced as evidence that the pro-

duction of this rock was attended with heat. In the instance

referred to, there was a crystal of green analcime attached to a

filament of native copper, which, projecting from the rock, prob-

ably served it as a nucleus on which to crystallize. The crystals

of heulandite &,c. were doubtless deposited subsequently to the

formation of the cavities, as the incrustation always received its

impressions from the irregularities of the tube, and never left any,

although it received an indentation from the slightest prominence

in the rock. The only way in which we can account for these

cavities, on the supposition that the rocks were of aqueous origin,

would be, to suppose the upright tubes to have been produced

by the ascent of some elastic gas ; but as the cavities are soon

arrested by a dense superincumbent rock, and have no outlet,

and at the same time diminish in size as they ascend, there is

reason to suppose the cavities to have been produced by some

condensible elastic fluid, as steam. Their position shows the force

which produced them to have acted in a direction up and down,

and their irregularities perhaps indicate the rismg and 'ailing of

the liquid mass.

The inadequacy of any hypothesis to explain these appear-

ances, if founded on the aqueous origin of the trap, is clearly

shown, we think, by the evidence we have in favor of the oppo-

site theory ; a theory which satisfactorily explains the peculiari-

ties referred to, and which derives no litde support from, if it is

i
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not confirmed by the precisely analogous pheuomena presented
by rocks of known igneous origin ; such, for example, as the vol-
canic lavas and obsidians of Iceland and the Lipari Isles, cited
by Mr. Scrope, in his able work on Volcanos.*

The occurrence, too, of similar cavities in the secondary trap
of other regions, has been mentioned by several writers on geol-
ogy, and in this country especially by Professor Hitchcock who
in his valuable notices of the trap bordering on the Connecticut
River, aptly remarks, that the rocks in which they there occur
" appear as if bored through repeatedly by an auger." f Andm a paper which we have recently noticed in the "Trans-
actions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,"

t written by Mr
Trevelyan, we find them mentioned as occurring in the trap of
one of the Ferroe Islands. This careful observer ascribes
their origin to the escape of an elastic fluid through the mass of
this rock while soft.

We shall take occasion hereafter to show the relations of shale,
red sandstone, and trap, in the production of trap tuff and amygda'
loid

;
which will lead us to infer, that the vicinity of the trap is

necessary to the formation of amygdaloid, and that the produc-
tion of that rock was attended by heat. But before leaving this
cove, we would mention, that foliated heulandite occurs in veins
two or three inches wide in the amygdaloid, and that mesotype
IS found abundantly in the soil formed by the disintegration of
this rock.

From St. Croix Cove, pursuing the coast easterly, the aihyg-
daloid, crowned with columnar trap, continues and forms an ab-
rupt precipice for about five miles, where it is again inte-iupted

Pag« 113. t Silliman'fl Journal, Vol. VI. p. 63.

7
t Vol IX.
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by Martial's Cove. The rocks at this place, and the veins pre-

sented by the neighbouring coast, -^annot fail to reward the labor

of those who may visit this spot, as scarcely a week passes,

without the downfall of some impending cliff, that scatters its

treasures along the shore, before shaded by its brink. Here

the heulandite is not confined to spheroidal masses as a mere

constituent of the amygdaloid, but exists in veins sometimes six

inches wide, extending vertically from the base of the precipice

to its very summit. Some of them, that have fallen with the

masses of trap, exhibit broad folia of a pearly white appearance.

This heulandite, usually colorless and transparent, is sometimes

of a red color, like that from Scotland and Germany.

But in speaking of the interesting productions of this place, we

should not pass over ^ very curious, and, in fact, hitherto unknown

association of analcime with native copper. The analcime occurs

in the form of the primary crystal, and by the replacement of

these planes on all its solid angles, presents the passage of that

form into the trapezohedron. It is of a verdigris green color

externally, but, towards the centre of many crystals, this color

diminishes in intensity, and in some it entirely disappears, leaving

them transparent. They also approach the emerald green. The

copper is partially imbedded in these crystals, sometimes in glob-

ular concretions of about the size of a common pin's head, and at

other times in minute filaments, having one extremity attached to

the amygdaloid, in the cavities of which they both occur. These

globules are soft and malleable, and, when scraped, possess the

brilliant lustre of pure copper. The crystals presenting them-

selves under an aspect so new and beautiful, induced us to exam-

ine them more particularly in order to ascertain the nature of

their coloring matter. As the amygdaloid contained a portion of
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green earth, we at first ascribed the color to this substance, as it

is well known to peaetrate other mineral and impart to them a
green tinge. But as a few of these crystals were covered by a
thin film of a green carbonate of copper, it seemed probable that

this substance might be the occasion of the green stain which
more uniformly pervaded them. In order to ascertain it, we
digested the powder of a crystal which contained no copper
mechanically united with it, in nitric acid, and detected this metal
in the solution by appropriate tests. It is probable that this

metal may yei be discovered at this locality in crystals occupying
the cavities of the amygdaloid, as has been observed by Mr. Allan
in a similar formation in one of the Ferroe Isles.

The places which next demand our attention, are two emi-

nences known as Hadley's and Gates's Mountains. They are situ-

ated near each other, and each attains the height of about three

hundred feet above the level of the Bay of Fundy. The former
consists mostly of amygdaloid, in which, in many places, nodules

of chlorophteite take the place of the zeolites that usually occu-

py the cavities of this rock. These nodules are frequently half

an mch in diameter, and are sometimes hollow, enclosing crystals

of dog-tooth spar. Specimens of the chlorophaeite, when re-

cently broken, are of a greenish tinge, sometimes approaching

leek green. It is translucent on the edges, and soft, yielding to the

nail with about the same readiness as horn silver. Its fracture

is distinctly corchoidal. On exposure to the air, the color

changes, and the substance becomes black and opaque. This
peculiar change is also observed in specimens, before being re-

moved from the rock, even to the depth of six inches from the

surface. We would observe, that this substance, from its decep-
tive appearance, has occasioned much speculation among the in-
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habitantg, and that a company was fonned not long since, for the

purpose of working it as an ore of copper. This mistake seems

to have originated from the use of the miner;! rod, which in

Nova Scotia, as well as in New England, has led many an honest

farmer into ruinous speculations.

At this locality, we were kindly shown specimens of heuland-

ite under a form, we believe, rarely presented by this mineral.

One was a mass nearly cylindrical, twelve inches long and

one in diameter at the larger extremity, and consisted of

brilliant, transparent laminaj placed at right angles to its axis.

Its lustre was remarkably pearly, insomuch that it had for a long

time been carefully preserved as a remarkably fine piece of

" mother of pearl." It was invested with a delicate coating of

green earth, and seemed, as it were, to have been painted artifi-

cially. It was found at St. Croix Cove, and obviously once filled

the entire space of a cavity in the amygdaloid. We are induced

to mention it, from its being a very perfect representation of the

external form of this substance, as it occurs at that place.

Gates's mountain is very similar in its structure to the one just

mentioned ; but the mineralsj included in the amygdaloid are of

a different character, and are so numerous as to render unneces-

sary even the ordinary labor of obtaining them from the rock,

which, by its decay, has here left them naked in the soil to an

extent sufficient to give it a white appearance. Most of them

are in small masses, not larger than a pepper-corn ; but among

them were found globular masses of thomsonite and mesotype

of the size of twenty-four pound balls. When broken through

the centre, the masses of thomsonite present long and slender

crystals, radiating from opposite points of the surface to the cen*

tre, where they meet and form small cells, in which may be ob*
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served distinct, colorless, and transparent crystals in the primary
form, and measuring more than an inch in length. These crys-
tals are occasionally replaced on their solid angles and terminal
edges, so as to produce low pyramidal terminations. This
thomsonite agrees with that from Dumbarton in Scotland, in its

chemical and physical characters.

The mesotype is in masses of a finely radiated or plumose
structure, and when broken, presents, in the less c mpact parts,
small intersecting fibres of a beautiful silky white appearance!
Its texture, near the surface, is unusually compact, breaking with
a splintery fracture

; and some specimens in this respect, as well
as in point of color, resemble the bones of animals, for which they
are sometimes mistaken by the inhabitants, who plough them up
from the soil of their fields. We did not observe in any of these
specimens, well marked appearances of crystallization. Attached
to the mesotype and thomsonite, are small masses of foliated

stilbite and crystals of analcime. Several veins of magnetic iron

ore occur on this mountain, but they are worthless, in a practical

view, from their narrowness and inconsiderable extent.

The next place, which will prove interesting to the mineralo-
gist, is Peter's Point. This name is given to a promontory, which,
projecting into the Bay of Fundy, forms a shelter on the west to

a small creek, into which a stream, sufficiently large to carry a
saw-mill, called Stronoch's Brook, discharges its waters. The
geological features of this place are similar to those at St. Croix
Cove, excepting that the cylindrical cavities are here wanting,
and the amygdaloid has been washed away from under the super-
incumbent columnar rock, which presents an overhanging preci-
pice, threatening to crush the traveller who may venture beneath

8
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its frowning summit, from which large masses of rock, de-

tached by the frosts, are almost continually falling.

Near this point, under the protection of an arch of columnar

trap, a deep cavity was discovered in the amygdaloid, which,

having a narrow aperture, expanded internally to the diameter of

six feet, in every direction. The mouth of this cavern being

enlarged, so as to admit of examination, its walls were found to

be thickly encrusted with laumonite in a remarkably fine state of

preservation. Specimens were easily detached by the hand, and
were found to consist of successive layers of radiadng crystals,

which, in the centre of the mass, were of a fme flesh-red color.

The external surface of this crust, and the interior of cavities

which frequently occur, were richly studded with transparent and
colorless crystals, of great perfection and beauty. They are in

the form of the oblique rhombic prism, terminated by a rhombic
plane passing from one of the acute solid angles to the other, and
almost constantly replaced on the acute solid angles by a single

triangular plane resting on the acute lateral edges ; these sec-

ondary planes are always small, and never obscure the primary
form of the crystal. The cavities, in the laumonite, are often

filled with water, which serves to prevent the efflorescence of the

crystals, which are thus preserved in an unaltered state. The
surface of this mineral is frequently enriched with crystals of

calcareous spar, exhibiting the forms of the rhomboid more
obtuse than the primary, and the scalene triangular planed dode-
cahedron. Large and perfect crystals of apophyllite, in the form
of the square prism, generally replaced on the solid angles by
single triangular planes, which are in various degrees of advance-

ment, sometimes almost concealing the primary form, are found
at this place. This mineral agrees perfectly with specimens in
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our possession, which are from standard localities in Europe.
The crystals are eminently axotomous, and this cleavage is so
easily obtained, that it is with great dilliculty the crystals can be
preserved entire. The cleavages parallel to the sides of the
right square prism are easily obtained, but the natural joints are
not so open as in the direction of the terminal plane. It agrees
likewise in chemical characters with the apophyllite from the
Bannat

;
hence there can be no doubt of its identity with that

species.

In visiting this interesting locality the second time in 1828, we
were unable to gain access to this remarkable cavity, as ' the
frightful cliff, that before hung over it, had fallen during the winter,
and buried it among the ruins. But we met with other localities
scarcely less interesting in this vicinity, in the numerous cavities
and arches that have been hollowed out by the surges from the
softer amygdaloid that is traversed by veins of a yielding nature

;

such as carbonate of lime and sandstone, the last rising probably
from the immediate substrata of this rock, on which the trap
reposes. These veins, at the inner extremities of the caverns
are frequently hollow and lined with stilbite, heulandite, and
more rarely with apophyilite, in greenish white square prisms, an
inch m length. Masses of laumonite, with surfaces more than a
loot square, were obtained from them, and were found complete-
ly studded over with projecting crystals of great richness. One
of these, we succeeded in preserving entire, and its crystals now
possess all their native beauty and transparency. They show no
tendency to effloresce when immersed in spirits of toinc ; a fluid
which has great advantage over water in the winter season in
not endangering the vessels in which the specimens are preserved
Between Peter's Point and French Cross Cove, the precipices
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which rise in many places perpendicularly to the hei^;ht of three

hundred feet, exhibit very distinctly, as we pass them, the parallel

disposition of the different beds of which they arc made up.

The precipice at French Cross, from its being accessible at low

water, is perhaps as instructive as any. Here the lowest bed,

which is about twenty feet thick, is a reddish amygdaloid, Iiir"^oly

impregnated with spheroidal zeolites ; the next is an amygdaloid

of common appearance, and contains but few minerals in its

composition, although it presents many cavities unoccupied. The

third is rarely vesicular, and seems in fact to pass into amorphous

trap. The fourth and last is composed of tabular and columnar

trap rising in irregular columns to the top of the precipice. They

all incUne away at an angle of from five to ten degrees with the

horizon, and are distinctly separated from each other throughout

their whole course.

The stratified arrangement of these rocks is, we believe, an

uncommon occunence ; at least, we do not remember to have

seen it noticed but in a very few instances. Dr. M'Culloch has

recorded an instance of it in his interesting paper on the Island

of Staffa,* but there the precipice consisted entirely of the colum-

nar rock, and the three beds composing it did not exhibit that

peculiar relation of contact which distinguishes the one we have

mentioned; nor did the precip'ce, compared with this, attain

any thing like an equal altitude ; and it would be much less diffi-

cult to assign the origin of three beds, which exhibit such similar-

ity in structure, to one and the same epoch, than four which pre-

sent great diversity in structure and mineral contents. They all

appear to have been deposited at successive periods, and so long

• Transactions of tlie Geological Society of London, "Vol. II. p, 504.
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after one another, ns to have affected no intimate union. The
sandstone, nlthoiigh it does not appear as a part of the section

exhibited, is immediately subjacent to it, and may be observed at

several phices along the coast cropping out from beneath the trap

;

the amygdaloid, where it comes in contact with it, being of a

reddish color, evidently the effect of a partial admixture of the

two rocks. The sandstone, in some places, to which we shall

have occasion to allude, enters largely into the composition of the

trap breccia, as well as the amygdaloid, and shows evident traces

of igneous action.

The amygdaloid near this precipice furnishes good specimens

of laumonite and mesotype ; but the most abundant mineral it

contains is heulandite, which, from the beauty of its crystals, we
shall here describe. It occupies die interior of veins of jasper,

and is sometimes found lining the surfaces of botryoidal chalce-

dony and geodiferous quartz. The crystals are in the form of

right oblique-angled prisms with their obtuse solid angles replaced

by triangular planes, and their acute edges replaced by one

plane ; they thus pass into hexahedral prisms. They are color-

less and transparent. On cleavage parallel to the terminal

plane of the prism, the lamin;e present the brilliant pearly white

appearance characteristic of this species, while the lateral planes

often present a remarkable vitreous aspect. None of the heu-

landi^fe however, from this locality, possesses the red color pecu-

liar to that brought from the Tyrol. Specimens of it are fre-

quently interspersed with stilbite in projecting bundles of crystals,

which well show the characteristic difference between the two

minerals. Analcime of a reddish color is also associated with it,

and is probably that variety called sarcolite.

9
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No further examinRiion was made of this coast until we

arrived at Cape Spht. This bold promontory terminating the

eastward limit of the North mountain range, projects into the

Bay of Fundy, and the extremity of the cape, being broken into

detached masses, has given rise to the appropriate name by which

it is now known. In our former remarks on this cape, we stated,

in accordance with the common opinion, that the dei^ched masses

referred to, had been suddenly separated, or split off, from the

main cape by the undermining of the amygdaloid by the sea

;

but this opinion is evidently incorrect, as is shown by the present

vertical or conformable position of their columnar masses to those

of the main cape, in advance of which they are stationed ;
prov-

ing them tj have been separated by the gradual degradation of

the rock in situa. [See Plate II. of this volume.] * This cape

forms the southern boundary of the strait called by the inhabi-

tants the " Gut," which connects the waters of the Bay of l^indy

with the Basin of Mines. It presents, on either side, a mural

precipice of about three hundred feet, and is fifteen miles froni

Cape Blomidon. The intervening coast consists of columnar

trap resting on, and alternating with amygdaloid. These rocks

occasionally rise to a great height, especially about half the dis-

• Thia plate, from Dcs Barres' Cliart, does not give so accurate u view of the

present features of tliis singular spot as we could have wished, and the same may

be said also of Plato I. taken from the same work. But we were unwilling to

alter either of tlicni very materially from mere recollection, and have therefore liad

them copied on stone very nearly as we found them. Notwithstanding the

changes which the two places have undergone in the elapse of more than a half

century, they yet convey a striking semblance of the peculiar physiognomy of

either, and will instantly recall to the mind, the impressions that were previously

fixed in it, while bciiolding, for the first time, the scenery which they are intended

to portray.

1^
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lance towards Cape Hlomidon, where lliey tonsitlerahly ex-

ceed that olanv other port of this coast, allaitiing uii elevation,

in one phice, ol' lour hundred and fifty feet, as was ascertained by

the inf,'eni()us retlectinK circle of Sir Howard Douglas, the late

accomplished Lieutenant Governor of New Brunswick. At this

place the amygdaloid is marked by numerous small and narrow

veins of ma^Mietic iron ore, coated over with grey oxide of manga-
nese. The one is finely displayed in large and brilliant crystals that

show the passage of the primary form into rhombic dodecahe-
drons. They are sometimes imbcddcil in red jasper and quart/,

from which they may be taken out entire, so as to leave accurate

moulds or impressions of their forms. Grounds of quartz crystals

are often found spriidded over with lim{)id crystals of analcime

and calc-spar
; the latter in acute rhomboids, some of which are

hemitropes, and present deep stria; parallel to the natural joints

of the primary crystal. Also apophyllite in massy specimens,

that present on fracture, broad transparent folia of a high vitre-

ous lustre, and in regular square prisms replaced on their solid

angles, more than an inch in length. These crystals, colorless

and transparent in their external laminre, are occasionally found to

enclose a smaller prism of uniform apple green color, which

seems to have served as a nucleus, over which the colorless par-

ticles were subseciuently deposited in parallel order ; thus imitat-

ing the process by which a small crystal, some time after its

formation, is converted into a larger one of the same figure. The
distinct line of separation between the surfaces of the two,

proves them not to have been formed at the same time ; or points

out at least a suspension in the process of crystallization. This

is an interesting fact, which we do not remember to have seen

noticed before.

I
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We also met with interesting specimens of chalcedony, curi-

ously marked by those regular stripes, or alternations of different

shades of color, that are exhibited in the onyx agates of the

lapidaries. They are sometimes arranged in little zones, which,

if cut and polished, would resemble the stones sold under the

name of " onyx eyes." The chalcedony is sometimes converted,

apparently, by decomposition, into an adhesive cacholong, and is

earthy and opaque. These minerals, like most of the others we

shall mention, are obtained most conveniently among the loose

masses of rork that skirt the shore ; and it is fortunate for the

collector of these objects, that he has thus at his ready command,

treasures which would otherwise cost him great labor in obtain-

ing, and for which, in clambering up the lofty precipices, he

would besides expose himself to the no little danger of falling

with the loose masses to which he may cling for support.

About one mile east of this locality, the amygdaloid abounds

with analcime, in dodecahedral crystals transparent and colorless

;

but sometimes of an apple green color internally, and invested

with on opaque Mhite crust on their surfaces. But no separating

line is seen between them as in the case of the apophyllite.

Accompanying the analcime, we found a mineral resembling that

variety of mesotype called needlestone. It occurs in tetrahedral

prisms terminated by low pyramids, formed by four triangular

planes resting on the terminal edges. One of the terminal planes

is often extended at the expense of the others, which it some-

times nearly obliterates. It occurs in radiating and interwoven

groups of crystals that proceed from a centre, which is sufficiently

compact to yield a splintery fracture, and is white like ivory ;

they are transparent and colorless, have a remarkable vitreous

lustre, and are sufficiently hard to scratch glass. They are often
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beautifully interspersed with, and studded over the crystals of
analcime, which they are never known to penetrate, but from
which they receive impressions as if deposited at a later period.
Accompanying the analcime and needlestone of this place, a min-
eral was met with in hexahedral prisms, which, agreeing in chem-
ical and physical characters with no mineral described in the
systems, will undoubtedly prove to be some new substance. It is

identical with no species of the genus kouphone-spar of Profes-
sor Mohs, and the only minerals with which, from crystallographic

characters, it can be supposed to be identical, are the colorless

crystals of phosphate of lime from St. Gothard, and the sommite
from Italy

;
from both of which, however, it is proved, beyond

a doubt, to be distinct, by its very ready fusibihty, its inferior hard-
ness, and its unsusceptibility of dissolving or undergoing altera-

tion when its smaller fragments are thrown into nitric acid. On
comparing it with the Davyne, a mineral more recently discovered
by Messrs. Monticelli and Covelli of Naples, and described in
their Frodromo dclla Minemlogia Vcsuviana* it appears to pos-
sess many characters in common with that substance, having the
same fundamental form, of which it presents the same modifica-
tions, and observes nearly the same proportions between the
height and breadth of the crystals, but especially resembles it

in its color, transparency, specific gravity, and pyrognostic charac-
ters. In its hardness, however, it is inferior to the crystals of that

mineral, as it leaves no trace on glass, being softer than phosphate
of lime, as we have before observed

; a character of some impor-
tance, opposing as it does the identity of the two substances. It

yields to cleavage very indistinctly, and only in a direction par-

Page 405.
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allel to the lateral primary planes of the crystals, though they

present deep transverse striae which seem to indicate an opposite

cleavage, and which are not stated to have been observed in the

crystals of that mineral ; from which also it differs, in not being ta-

ken up in the smallest degree by nitric acid. The secondary

planes of the crystals of this mineral, are usually more smooth

and vitreous than the primary, which are roughened by stria?

;

and they disclose a perfectly transparent and homogeneous inte-

rior. These crystals are rarely three eighths of an inch in length.

But we shall suspend any further remarks on this substance, until

an accui-ate and careful analysis of it, now making by our friend,

Mr. A. A. Hayes, is completed ; as we may then be better able to

show its identity with any partially known species, or set forth

its claims to the title of one wholly unknown to the present cata-

logue of mineral substances. We were unwilling to pass on,

without recording some notice of it, although we have not given

a complete description of its characters, and have attempted only

to identify it with some described species.

Ilornstone, masses of agate, Sec, occur scattered among the

ruins of the trap rocks, which become entirely inaccessible as

we approach Cape Blomidon. This cape forms an abrupt termi-

nation of the North mountains, or, as they are called in this dis-

trict, the Cornwallis mountains, on the east. It presents us with

a view of the outcropping of the sandstone, which here gives sup-

port to the trap rocks, and constitutes the chief part of the

precipice, being more than three hundred feet high, and having

the columnar trap resting upon, and scarcely attaining the eleva-

tion of an hundred feet above it. The sandstone forms a pro-

jection beyond the trap, which is called by the inhabitants of the

country " the offset." This rock is regularly stratified, and dip-

1
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ping at an angle of ten or fifteen degrees, passes beneath the trap,

which it supports throughout the whole extent of the North
mountains.

In our first short visit to this cape in 1827, we discovered in

the sandstone no ioreigii remains, or veins of gypsum ; but since,

by taking advantage of another landing-place where it gradually

slopes down to the water's edge, we have met with numerous veins

of the gypsum, some of which, the fibrous and granular varieties,

were more than a foot thick, and had been severed away and
broken into smaller masses, by ti:e tailing of the trap rocks from
above. Many of these masses presented the delicate whiteness
of pure snow, and were in striking contrast with the hu"e
masses of trap that were lying among them ; others consisted of

broad folia of transparent selenite. The only vegetable organic

remains we observed, were a few indistinct casts of culmiferous

plants highly carbonized ; they indicated to us the probable exis-

tence of bituminous coal in the vicinity, and aflford very positive

evidence of the igneous origiu of the overlying trap rocks, in

converting them into their present charred or coal-like state.

We were not, however, so fortunate as to meet with any regular

beds of coal in this sandstone, so near its junction with the trap
;

a discovery, which would be of great practical value to the

inhabitants, and which may yet be made. Nor were we enabled
to remark in the two rocks any very decisive marks, evincing the

former action of one upon the other, excepting that the distinct

line of their junction was occasionally obscured by the passage

of one into the other ; and angular masses of them both were
united into a sort of breccia, which assumed, in its finer varieties,

the character of genuine reddish amygdaloid, of a semi-vitrified

appearance, and having its cavities filled, as usual, with zeolites.

d
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This appearance is observed at almost every place where the

two rocks come in contact. We find the sandstone and the shale

that occurs with it, gradually putting on the appearance of amyg-

daloid by admixture with masses of the superinduced trap, effect-

ed by some disturbing force ; and the amygdaloid, thus produced,

exhibits the small scales of mica that previously to the union exist-

ed in the sandstone ; but they are deprived of their lustre. Al-

most every locality furnishes those illustrative specimens, in which

we detect these fragmentary ingredients, forming first a coarse,

then a finer, and lastly a true vesicular amygdaloid, the color of

which, as we have said, depends on the relative portions of its

materials. These, with other no less interesting and instructive

pheno nena, to which we shall presently allude, give great support

to the theory of the igneous origin of the trap; and if taken

together, we believe they cannot be explained without having

recourse to it.

Before describing the capes and islands of trap rocks which

project into the Basin of Mines, or are scattered along its north-

ern coast, forming the outskirts of the North mountain range, and

the limits of this interesting formation, it will be necessary to give

a brief account of the situation and extent of this sheet of water.

The Basin of Mines is of a scalene triangular shape, and, having its

longest side formed by the township of Parsborough and the

district of Colchester on the north, is sixty miles in length. The

next side, which is forty-five miles long, is formed by the county

of Hants ; and its shortest by the county of Kings, for the dis-

tance of twenty-five miles. The greatest breadth of this basin

is from Windsor to Parsborough, thirty miles. It communicates

with the Bay of Fundy by a narrow, but deep strait, called

•' the Gut," which passes between the majestic walls of Cape Split

and Cape D'Or.
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This basin will prove interesting to the traveller, not only on
account of the delightful villages seated on the banks of some of

the many rivers which empty their waters into it, the picturesque

and imposing scenery of its borders, and the enormous tides

which here rise to the height of sixty feet with fearful rapidity,

but also for the remarkably fine illustrations of the geology of the

country and the interesting relations of the different formations,

which are here presented in an unusually distinct manner. The
geologist will delight to circumnavigate the whole extent of its

coast, and explore the connexions of the different series of rock

formations, the highly curious and important junctions of the trap

with the sandstone, shale, &c. The collector of specimens in

natural history, will also be richly rewarded for the perils to which
he may be exposed, by the acquisition of many of the rare and
beautiful productions of the mineral kingdom.

The most eligible, and only efficient mode of exploring this

coast, although not free from danger, is by means of a boat, not

so large as to be incapable of being rowed in case of failure of

wind
;

for, besides the difficulty of transporting specimens, the

traveller is constantly in danger of being caught, beneath the

insurn-ountable precipices, by the rapid influx of the tides. An
accident of this kind having nearly happened to ourselves in

examining the geology of Cape D'Or, where we were under the

necessity of making our escape by clambering up a mural preci-

pice three hundred feet high, which was effected with great risk

of falling with the detached columns on which we depended for

support, we think it our duty to warn our successors of such
hazards, and to recommend a boat as the means of safety in such
emergencies.

11
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The trap rocks compose most of the islands that are scattered

along the coast of the Basin of Mines, and most of the capes that

make into it. We shall describe them, for convenience, nearly in

the order in which they were examined; beginning with the

Island situated about five miles off the coast of Cape D'Or, and

proceeding thence to the eastward. This island from the great

height of its r )cky cliffs, which, as we are told b* arres,

seem to overhang on its northwest side, has been aj.' .priaiely

designated by the French, isle Haute. It presents phenomena
of the most interesting character, and, in some respects, is une-

qualled by any other spot in Nova Scotia. In ascending the bay,

it was the first object that opened upon our view; but it was seen

only by the looming or refraction of its dark surface by the fog, in

which it seemed suspended, and ^vhich completely obscured the

real substance of the island, until we very nearly approached it.

This beautiful appearance was also no less strikingly presented by

the elevated parts of the neighbouring coast, and formed, by the

illusion, one of the most curious spectacles we ever witnessed.

We reached the island neatly at low water, a circumstance, we
should observe, of great importance to all who may visit it, as

from the great rapidity of the tides and conflicting currents,

which here rise to the height of sixty feet, it is difficult nnd even

dangerous to hind at any other time. Like the neighbouring

coast, it is composed entirely of amygdaloid and columnar trap,

varying greatly in its features and altitude. On its western front,

it rears itself boldly to the surges, in a cHff about three hundred

feet high, and is considerably undermined at its base ; while,

towards the opposite shore, the surface of the Island incHnes

away in a regular escarpment, and terminates in a comparatively

low cliir. Its features are also much less bold on its northern

^vy
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shore; but here the deficiency is fully supplied by the beautiful

and conspicuous manner in which the shattered ridges and irreg-

ular colonnades of columnar trap are seen to rise from the water's

edge, in shafts from fifty to an hundred feet high, and divided hor-

izontally into blocks of variable height and proportions. These
blocks are never more, and usually much less, than a foot

in diameter. Their length is generally about three times

their diameter, but they rest upon each other with perfecdy flat

surfaces. Some of them are curved or bent over in groups that

strike the eye with singular interest ; appearing to have been
pressed over into this posture, by some power that had acted

upon them before they had completely consolidated, or while

their particles were yet in a state of mobility. And it appeared
to us, on viewing them, as if this happened while the mass of

trap was passing into its solid form. Appearances analogous to

them, we are aware, have been observed, doubtless in a more
remarkable manner, if we are to judge from pictured representa-

tions of them, in other trappean districts ; but, even here, they

form an interesting scene, and one, which, if taken in connexion
with other facts, affords us some clue, at least, into their origin,

and the nature of the agent by which it was attended. We are

aware that a distinguished writer, Dr. M'Culloch, in some one of
his papers, has said that it is useless to attempt the explanation

of such columns, until we have something more rational to offer

in regard to straight ones ; an observation certainly not to be over-

looked, but one, perhaps, which could be made with much greater

confidence ten years ago, than at the present time ; for it can
hardly be supposed that the able investigations of Mr. Scrope,

Professor Daubeny, and other writers on the continent, have not

since thrown some new light on the origin of trap rocks, and the
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anomalous and grotesque forms occasionally assumed by them.

They refer us to the striking analogies subsisting between sec-

ondary trap rocks, and the more recent volcanic lavas, as exiiib-

ited in their columnar configuration and arrangement, their

cellularity and texture ; and, by these analogies, clearly deduce

their origin from similar, though, it may be, very remote causes.

It is obvious therefore, that the occasional incurvated appearance

of the trap referred to, is explained as easily as the same thing

when shown in the columns of lava, and is, in both cases, probably

the mere effect of some lateral motion given to the mass at the

time it was beginning to develope its columnar structure from its

previous state of igneous lluidity. In mineralogy too, we meet

with similar appearances, though on a smaller scale, as, for exam-

ple, in the curved or bent up crystals of scapolite, sillimanite,

sappare, and some others, which are not only curved, but are

bent nearly double, and are sometimes even broken off at their

centres, as if, in hardening, they had become too brittle too yield

any further without separating at those points.

It is among the hexagonal masses of the trap composing this

island, that we meet with those possessing the greatest symmetry

of form. Some of them, indeed, have almost the symmetry of

crystals ; but they are not so smooth as the regular blocks of

trap brought from Ireland, and, internally, they are of a coarser

texture, resembling more nearly some of the masses brought

from the Western Islands of Scotland. In their simple mechan-

ical texture, they vary considerably, as might well be expected

in reasoning from their origin; but this is a character which has

little or no weight, from the very circumstance of its being so

variable. The island presents many crystallized mineral sub-

stances that cannot fail to interest and enrich the traveller. But

[hV
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as they agree with those we have already described, with some
minuteness, and as the island, in respect to its minerals and struc-

ture, is marked by an identity of character with the neighbouring
coast, with which it is doubtless coeval, we shall not enumerate
them, or enter more at large upon the peculiar characteristics of
its scenery, but take leave of it by remarking that it deserves the
careful attention of naturalists, as well as lovers of the picturesque.

Cape Chignecto we did not visit, but approached it so nearly as
to ascertain its composition )o be of trap, like the adjacent cape
next to be described. It was personally examined by our friend

Dr. Benjamin Lincoln, who has kindly communicated to us
many interesting facts relating to the geology of the county of
Cumberland.*

The trap forming the extremity of Cape Chignecto extends
back in the county of Cumberland nearly to Apple River, where
it meets the sandstone hereafter to be described and terminates
abruptly; the sandstone coming boldly in contact with the trap,

and not dipping beneath it as usually happens. The strata of
this rock are nearly horizontal, and Dr. Lincoln suggests the
probability of a fault existing in the strata at this junction. This
cape deserves a more attentive examination to determine if this

be true, as it must have an important bearing on the theory of
the origin of trap rocks, and would lead to the opinion that the
weight of the superincumbent rock had caused the fragile sand-
stone to yield to its pressure, and thus accomplished the dislo-

cation of the strata.

• We are happy to have it in our power to state that Dr. Lincoln has obtained
a large collection of the indigenous plants of Nova Scotia, of .vhich it is to be
hoped he will offer the public some account, as this interesting branch of the
natural history of that country has hitherto been greatly overlooked.

12
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Cape D'Or, situated at the mouth of the Basin of Mines, pre*

sents a mural precipico, attaining, in some places, an elevation of

four hundred feet above the level of the sea ; and is composed of

amorphous and irregularly columnar trap, resting on amygdaloid

and trap-tuff or breccia. From the yielding nature of the two last

mentioned rocks, which form the base of the precipice, deep

caverns and irregular arches have been formed beneath the su-

perincumbent rock by the beating of the angry surges against its

walls, while a shelving platform of trap-tulf remains below the

surface of the water, and is left exposed cmly by remarkably

low tides. Tills trap-tulf is a breccia composed of angu-

lar and irregularly rounded masses of compact trap, amyg-

daloid, and red sandstone, united by a softer cement of the

same substances. The sandstone at this place makes up but

a small proportion of the breccia. The crevices in this rock

are frequently occupied by irregular masses of native cop-

per, which generally are indented by the surrounding matrix.

They are rarely arborescent, and never distinctly crystallized.

Where exposed to the action of the waves, the copper is always

bright, and may be seen for some distance beneath the water

;

but, where it is beyond their reach, it is usually coated with an

incrustation of the carbonate or oxide of copper. The individ-

ual pieces seldom weigh more than one or two ounces, but masses

are said to have been found lying detached among the fragn^Ss

of rock, one of which weighed fifteen pounds. The name of this

cape doubtless originated in the supposition that this metal was

gold, and was bestowed by the French emigrants, who were the

first Europeans that peopled Nova Scotia. The brilliancy and

unusually yellow color of this copper might easily have caused

this error, as it led us to suspect it might be an alloy of that or
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some other metal
; but on chemical examination, it was I'ound

to dissolve entirely in diluted nitric acid, and gave no precipitate

when tested with muriate of soda, or when largely diluted with

water, or when treated to excess of saturation with aqua ammo-
niaj. It does not contain, therefore, any gold, silver, antimony,
or iron, the only metals suspected to be present. The copper is

|

confined, exclusively, to the brecciated and amygduloidal trap

and never occurs in the superincumbent columnar rock. As it is

never collected in any regular veins or beds, but is only scattered

in small masses through the rock, it is piobable that this metal
will never be advantageously explored at this place; and as it,

occurs chielly below the level of high water, the shafts would be
liable to be fdled at the periodical inllux of the tide, if indeed the

works were not entirely demolished by the violence of the cur-

rents. The sanguine expectations excited by the appearance of

this metal, in a state of purity, must then be disappointed.

Masses of calcareous spar, and crystals of analcimc, tinged

green by the carbonate of copper, and having slender filaments

of copper enclosed in them, occur in the cavities of the amygda-
loid which rests on the trap-tuff.

On the eastern side of Cape D'Or, the precipice assumes a
concave form, and has received the characteristic appellation of
Horse-shoe Cove. Here the cavities in the amygdaloid are of
greater dimensions, and are frequently occupied by crystals of

transparent analcime, which are grouped together in congeries of
large and small crystals.

Calcareous spar here occurs in long slender hexahedral prisms,

projecting into and intersecting the cavities. They are curi-

ously interwoven with each other, and are richly encrusted on
their surfaces with small but perfect crystals of stilbite. The
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fippvhnom are very prepossftssing in apponranco, and would, from

their resemblance, be mistaken (or the crystalh/atioiis ol" sugar,

which adorn the shops of confectioners.

The stilbite occurs, also, in radiating groups of crystals,

forming b(M\utiful stelhe, which are distributed through the en-

veloping masses of calcareous spar.

Many other minerals occur at Cape D'Or ; but, since they

are such as we have already mentioned as occurring at other

places, we shall not here repeat the notice of them.

Leaving Cape D'Or, we pass Spencer's Island, which is situ-

ated about a mile from this cape. It is composed of columnar

trap, and adds much to the picturesque appearance of this region,

although it piosents no objects of natural history worthy of

description. The altitude of this island is nearly equal to the

diameter of its base, and standing alone, like a tower in the

midst of the waters, it breaks, in some degree, the violence of

the surge, which rolls into the Basin of Mines from the Bay of

Fundy.

Pjocceding along the coast towards the east, up the basin, we

pass the more tame scenery of the sandstone and shale districts

to be described hereafter, anddo not meet with the trap, until we

arrive at Cape Sharp, which is fifteen miles from Cape D'Or,

and about four from Cape Split on the opposite shore, with

which it is shown in Plate II.* The promontory of this

cape is composed of the amorphous trap, which scarcely

exhibits any traces of columnar arrangement. The trap forms

* A nearer view of this cape, as it appears from the cast and shows itself

recumbent on red sandstone and shale, may be seen in Vol. XV. of Professor

Siiliman's " Journal of Science."

1 ''
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a precipice or "bluff" which exhibits a reniarkable contragt

to the low sandstone hills with which it is connected; and stand-

ing between them and the sea, serves to protect them from

its ravages.

This cape will not furnish the collector with any mineral

specimens of interest ; but as this was the first plac(; where the

junction of the sandstone, shale, and trap was observed, it de-

serves to be mentioned on account of its geological interest.

The sandstone and shale, which will be particularly described

hereafter, are seen at this place to dip beneath the trap, at an an-

gle of twenty or thirty degrees, and, in their passage, are observed

to become singularly altered in appearance. The strata of these

substances, before regular and distinctly parallel, are found al-

together broken up and lying confusedly in various directions

;

the sandstone has changed to a dark red color, is more compact,

and has become intimately blended with the shale, so that the

eye with difficulty distinguishes the substance peculiar to each.

The sharp angular fragments of the trap are next observed, and

the whole becomes a distinct breccia, growing more compact as

it dips beneath the superincumbent rock. The portion of the

breccia in contact with the trap exhibited the small cavities of

vesicular amygdaloid, as it passed into its dominion, and led us to

believe that the shale and sandstone combined with the trap, and

produced amygdaloid by their union. The numerous instances,

in which this occurred, as it did in fact at every junction of these

rocks in Nova Scotia, and the absence of trap-tuff and amygda-
loid in places where this did not happen, or where, although the

sandstone, &,c. were not visible, it could fairly be inferred to

exist beneath, led us irresistibly to this conclusion. That this

process was attended by heat is inferred from numerous circum-

13
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stances, a few of wlwch may be mentioned here, and others in

treating of the two great divisions of the country which remain to

be described. The occurrence of native copper in the trap-tuff

and amygdaloid, and the unreduced ore of this metal in the sand-

stone beyond the influence of trap, maybe regarded as evidence in

favor of this ; while the conversion ofclaystone into fine red jasper,

as it entered the superincumbent trap, the cylindrical cavities in the

amygdaloid at St.Croix Cove, and even the existence of vacant sphe-

roidal cavities may be considered as internal evidence in support of

the same theory. The change of color in the sandstone from grey to

red, *he compactness of the strata as they approach the trap, and the

charred state of the vegetable remains in the contiguous strata,

afford sufficient proof, that, during the formation of the secon-

dary trap in Nova Scotia, there was considerable heat. The

sharp fragments of the breccia, and the breaking up of the strata,

also show, tnat the production of this rock, or rather its non-con-

formable position on the sandstone strata, was effected suddenly.

Whether it was ejected from the inaccessible depths of the Ba-

sin of Mines, or was thrown directly up through the strata of

sandstone, we cannot determine ; but the occurrence of the trap

only on the borders of the basin would lead us to the behef

that this cavity was the crater, if it may be so called, from

which, in former times, the trap rocks issued ; while the North

mountain range, with but httle breadth compared with its length,

and but once broken in its continuity, seems to have been thrown

up by one sudden and violent eruption from the unfathomable

depths of the bay of Fundy, which is now skirted by its ancient

lava.

If we were biased in favor of any theory of the earth, when

exploring these formations, it was for that of Werner ; and be-

ri:
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coming satisfied of the insufliciency of the Neptunian method to

account for the phenomena observed in the North mountains,

and the appearances assumed by the neighbouring strata, we were

induced to allow the superiority of the igneous theory, as taught

by Hutton, Playfair, and Daubeny.

In treating of the South moi ws we shall perceive the ne-

cessity of an amalgamation of both theories, to explain the relations

of that range to the North mountains.

Partridge Island, situated near the village of Parsborough, and

six miles from Cape Sharp, is the next place to be described.

In crossing the Basin of Mines, after passing the majestic Blomi-

don, this island is the first elevated object that meets the eye. It

consists of amygdaloid and columnar trap, which, on its south-

west side, presents a precipitous and overhanging front about two

hundred and fifty feet high, rendering precarious the situation of

those who may pass beneath its brow. Stationed near the verge

of this precipice, the visitor beholds beneath him rugged, insulated

towers rising abruptly from the sea almost to a level with his own
standing, which, having withstood the frequent commotions of

the sea that during the stormy winter months is thrown among
them in the most frightful billows, yet remain as firm and immov-

able barriers to resist the force of these repeated attacks, and

prevent the more rapid decay of the island. Their summits are

crowned with a thin but luxuriant soil, from which spring up a

few scattered hemlocks and a low underbrush, that nearly ob-

scure the face of the rock, but at the same time furnish the sea

bird a safe retreat beyond the reach of any invader. But at low

water the visitor, in addition to the wildness and picturesque

beauty of the scene, will find before him a field so richly stocked

with interesting minerals, that he will delight to linger on the

spot and gather these objects of science. (See Plate III.)

i
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Before alluding to these minerals, we would observe that the

compact trap forming the highest parts of this island is rarely in

masse s which may strictly be called columnar, although they have

a tendency to that form, and, in a few instances, affect the pen-

tagonal shape of basalt. We were unable, however, to discover

among them any appearance of articulation in their columnar

arrangement. It contains but a small proportion of iron; and

consequently the exposed surfaces of the rock are very slightly

altered by the oxydation of this metal, which in other places is

more sensibly observed.

Of the many interesting minerals to be found at this place,

stilbite associated with calcareous spar is the most abundant.

This mineral, forming numerous veins in the amygdaloid near

the base of the precipice, presenvS, in the open interstices

of the rock, beautiful projecting masses composed of long

fasciculated crystals of a flesh-red, and sometimes straw-yellow

color. When crystallized, it is in elongated, rectangular, four-

sided prisms, terminated by tetrahedral pyramids.

The calcareous spar is curiously scattered over the surfaces

of stilbite in acute rhomboids, which are often hemitropic, deeply

striated upon the faces of cleavage, parallel to their horizontal

diagonals, and ofuncommon magnitude and beauty. These crys-

tals, usually colorless and transparent, are in a few instances of a

rich honey-yellow appearance. In breaking the various masses

which are scattered along the shore, it is not unusual to meet with

one, which, composed of yellow stilbite externally, contains within

numerous crystals of calcareous spar lining its walls in rhomboids,

which, having their faces deeply indented by the projecting pyr-

amids of the stilbite on which they are implanted, were obviously

deposited subsequently to the formation of that mineral.
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Chabasie in rhombic crystals, transparent and "olorless, also

of a beautiful orange-yellow color, occurs at this place in the

fissures of the amygdaloid. The crystals present brilliant glassy
faces, and are very large, frequently measuring an inch across
each rhombic plane.

Agates of various kinds, jasper and chalcedony, also botryoi-

dal cacholong, exist in the columnar rock above the accessible

base of the precipice : they may be picked up in imperfectly

polished masses among the loose rocks on the shore. A vein

of magnetic iron ore, about a foot wide, was also noticed entering
the superincumbent rock.

On our return to this island and the neighbouring coast in 1829,
the effects of the past winter were strikingly manifest; for

many of the lofty mural precipices, which before constituted the

most extraordinary and imposing features of this coast, were
brought low, and reduced by their downfall to mere masses of
debris heaped up on the sea shore. This was peculiarly the case
on the west side of Partridge Island, from which the immense
mass of rock had fallen, that before bulged cut in the most ter-

rific manner, and to a great height. But these catastrophes are

common in this quarter, and are owing to the violence of the

tides and currents in the Bay of Fundy, driven fiercely by
the winter blasts.

The fallen masses on Partridge Island, besides presenting us
with a rich variety of the minerals we have already described,

disclosed one or two substances hitherto unobserved in Nova
Scotia. They are phosphate of hme, semi-opal, and the variety

of apophyUite, known as albin. The first is met with in very
brilliant, transparent, hexahedral prisms, with their lateral and
terminal edges, and sometimes solid angles, replaced ; or in regu-

14
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lar six-sided prisms, whose pyramidal terminations correspond

very nearly with the lateral planes of the crystal. Though usual-

ly much smaller, they resemble in color the beautiful crystals of

the asparagus stone from Spain ; and as the want of phosphores-

cence is said to characterize that variety, they lay claim to the

same title. But we find on trial, that phosphorescence is not con-

fined to the common varieties of the calcareous phosphate, but

is even possessed by some of the asparagus stone from Spain.

The crystals at this locality, are imbedded in thin folia of siliceous

sinter, that occasionally forms irregular shaped masses adhering

to the veins of calcareous spar with which they have come down
from the cliff. They are often interspersed with small shining

scales, or tabular crystals, of specular iron.

The opal presents itself in specimens that are well character-

ized, of a wax-yellow color with a resinous lustre approaching

that of pitchstone ; it is translucent at some distance from its splin-

tery edges ; and in these respects it principally appears to differ

from the jasper with which it is associated, and into which it

evidently passes. Like the former, and the next substance to be

mentioned, it is rare on this island, and has not been met
with elsewhere in Nova Scotia. The albin, accompanying

large and beautiful sheafs of yellow stilbite, is in opake,

nearly milk-white crystals, some of them resembling, in their mod-
ifications, the crystals of this mineral from Bohemia. The termi-

nal edges of the primary right-square prisms are replaced by

single planes, which, extending over the lateral planes of the

crystals, produce two four-sided pyramids, and thus result in octa-

hedrons with square bases. But usually these replacements do

not greatly obscure the primary figure of the crystals. They

present striae parallel to their base, in which direction they readily
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cleave. Some of them have gone through a spontaneous change,

and separated into a powder, similar to that resulting from the

disintegration of laumonite. But we should not omit to mention

in this place, that the substance for which this island more than

any other spot in the country has been celebrated, and in search

of which it is visited by almost every traveller, is amethyst, in

crystals of great beauty and brilliancy. They seem first to have

drawn the attention of De Monts, one of the earliest French emi-

grants to this country, during the reign of Henry IV. It is said

he was so struck with their appearance, that he took several

specimens with him to Paris, where he had them appropriately

set as jewels, and presented them to the King and Queen as

tokens of his loyal attachment. They often form geodes in the

amygdaloid, and are externally encrusted with chalcedony and

cacholong that alternate with each other.

Pursuing the northern shore of the Basin of Mines east-

wardly, the next place deserving of notice is the vicinity of the

Two Islands, about six miles from Partridge Island. The inter-

mediate coast, being composed of rocks of a different character

from those which it is our object at present to describe, we shall

leave, to notice it more particularly when we treat of that forma-

tion.

The Two Islands consist of amygdaloid and columnar trap

rising on all sides abruptly from the sea ; but, being accessible

only at low water, they will not afford the visitor many interesting

specimens. On the main land near Swan's Creek and opposite

to these islands, he will be favored with a locality of uncommon
interest. At this place we have also another example of the

conversion of shale, red sandstone, and compact trap, first

into a coarse breccia, consisting of loosely united masses of these
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rocks, then into a more compact breccia, consisting of similar

masses more closely united, though distinguishable from each

other, and finally, by consecutive gradations, into a genuine, well

characterized amygdaloid, in which the most critical eye would

fail to distinguish its component ingredients. We have in

our possession specimens from this place, which illustrate per-

fectly the changes of which we speak, and present these three

rocks tending to the production of amygdaloid.

Having thus adverted to the character of this rock in particular,

we shall notice more generally the appearance of the rocks at this

place, and then describe the minerals before alluded to as occur-

ring in them. The shore is fronted by a steep bank about one

hundred feet high, from the base of which a slope of debris, de-

tached by the frost, inchnes down into the sea. One half of this

bank consists of trap, and the other of red sandstone intermixed

with red shale. Tpon it rests a low ridge of columnar trap.

These two rocks come boldly into contact with each other, and

the sandstone with the shale, dipping beneath the trap at an angle

of forty degrees, has the breccia and amygdaloid recumbent on,

or more properly, inclining against it; thus presenting, when

viewed from the sea, a section of the two rocks crowned with the

columnar trap. The amygdaloid is vesicular, and furnishes most

01 wiie minerals which we are now to describe. They are cha-

basie, analcime, heulandite, calcareous spar, and siliceous sinter,

all of which occur abundantly, and are often seen richly congregated

in the same specimen, or included in the same cavity of the rock.

The chabasie, grouped with its associated minerals, is usually

of a wine-yellow or flesh-red color; but in a few instances it is

nearly colorless and transparent. The crystals, which are fre-

quently three fourths of an inch in diameter, exhibit the form of

W-
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the primary obtuse rhomboid, sometimes so modified, as to as-

sume the lenticular hemitropic form represented in Phillips's

Mineralogy, p. 138. At other times, from the almost innumerable

faces of composition, they become indescribably complex, or at

least would require, for a precise crystallographic description, the

consummate skill of a Haiiy, a Mobs, or a Brooke. They are

slightly striated, of a glistening vitreous lustre, and often hemi-

tropically united. This chabasie agrees in all characters, excep-

ting color and complexity of modification, with that from the

Scotish Islands.

The analcime is in white, opake crystals, exhibiting the pas-

sage of the primary cube into the trapezohedron, which it fre-

quently completes, and thus forms crystals having twenty-

four equal and similar trapeziums which entirely obscure the

primary planes.

Over the analcime, the heulandite is thickly implanted in

small, but extremely brilliant, pearly-white crystals, which are

transparent or translucent, and usually in the primary form, some-

times slightly modified.

The calcareous spar is crystallized in very acute rhomboids,

of which scarcely two can be found possessing similar angles.

The crystals are likewise so modified, as to assume the form of the

dodecahedron composed of two scalene six-sided pyramids, ap-

plied base to base. They are greatly elongated, and grouped in

delicate slellae, occupying the cavities of the amygdaloid.

Delicate prismatic crystab^, but not of suflicient size to enable

us to determine their form, resembling the Brewsterite from Scot-

land, occur scattered through the cavities of the trap-tuff" and

associated with perfect and distinct crystals of analcime, constitu-

ting interesting specimens.

15
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The last of the minerals which we shall mention as occurring

at this locality is siliceous sinter. This mineral is usually embra-

ced in the amygdaloid, forming, in its spheroidal cavities, a flaky

or lamellar crust, which, enveloping their entire inner surfaces,

sometimes depends in stalactitic projections, on which mav be

observed small crystals of common limpid quartz. Its color,

which is usually snowy-white, or greyish-white, is in a few instan-

ces of a beautiful amethystine tint. One or two geodes of this

substance found in the breccia, on being broken, presented

internally a bright coating of amethystine sinter with nume-

rous crystals of wine-yellow chabasie implanted in and beau-

tifully contrasted with it. Many of the specimens of this sinter

resemble those of volcanic origin, brought to this country from

the Azores by Dr. Webster.

The next place to be noticed along the northern shore of the

Basin of Mines, is the Five Islands, and an eminence known as

Tower Hill. Our description of these places will include all that

remains to be said relative to the trap rocks, of Nova Scotia.

These islands, grouped together in a narrow compass, are about

ten miles from the locality last described ; they rise very abrupt-

ly from the sea, and present, for the most part, lofty fronts of a

picturesque character. Three of them consist almost entirely of

trap and cannot well be examined except at low water. The
other two are composed of red sandstone, with red and black

shale, exhibiting the passage of these rocks into a vesicular and

zeolitic amygdaloid, the color of which depends on the propor-

tions in which the ingredients form a part of it ; it is sometimes

made quite black by the shale. The breccia, or trap-tuff, which

is a constant attendant of this amygdaloid, and which seems as an

intermediate form necessary to the constitution of the latter, is

i
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here observed, as in other places of similar character, superin-

cumbent on the amygdaloid. To plate IV. the reader is referred

for a view of a part of these Islands taken at some distance ; of

which two are shown to consist of columnar trap, besides the

steep sugar-loaf masses, provincially termed the "Pinnacles,"

that rise up in the rear, the highest of which is about one hun-

dred feet, and is wholly inaccessible. The third, formed in part

of sandstone (colored red on the plate), has been worn away on

its west side, so as to exhibit a very fair sectional view of the

junction of this rock with the trap ; the two, at the very point of

contact, becoming blended as usual into trap-tufTand amygdaloid.

The trap is not strictly recumbent on the sandstone, at this place,

but more properly rests inclined against it. The island most

noticed of the five, is that which stands out considerably in ad-

vance of the others, and of which a few words only will convey

as accurate an idea as a full drawn picture. It is composed of

amorphous or indistinctly columnar trap, resting on a softer basis

of amygdaloid, which has been so undermined as to leave the co-

lumnar rock hanging over from above, like a vast leaning tower,

and seeming at every moment as if ready to fall into the sea.

These islands, with the exception of Tower Hill, of which

the trap forms the summit only, are the last places along the

shore of the Basin of Mines, at which this rock is known to occur.

Still farther east, the sandstone, interstratified with the shale, pre-

vails to the exclusion of every other rock. They may be regarded

therefore, as the most distant outskirts of the trap formation

of Nova Scotia, which, stretching east and west to the distance

of not less than one hundred and thirty miles, forms, as a deposit

of trap-rock, one of the most extensive and fruitful fields for mine-

ralogical and geological research that the known world presents.
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Unlike most other extensive formations of this rock, its breadth

is altogether disproportionate to its length, not exceeding in any

place three miles, and in some places, where it has been

worn away into deep ravines on the sea coast, scared / exceeding

a hundredth part of its extent in the opposite direction. If

averaged, probably the breadth of the whole mass of the North

mountains, including Digby neck, will not be found to exceed,

at most one thirtieth part of its whole length. From this

circumstance, we may regard it rather in the light of an immense

dyke, thrown up from beneath the sandstone through some vast

and continuous rent, produced by the sudden eruptive upheaving

of its strata, which allowed it to spread out laterally only to a very

limited extent ; and if theory is to be admitted at all, we know

not how the origin of such a singularly disproportioned mass can

be accounted for in any other way. Its regularity of outline, its

continuity, and especially its almost exact linear direction, are

against the notion of its being the ejected matter of successive

eruptions, and warrant the opinion we have above expressed as to

its origin. It offers a very striking exception to the remark made

by Professor Daubeny, though his ingenious reasoning is strictly

applicable to it in other respects, that " the more ancient volcanic

rocks seem to form continuous strata, spreading more uniform-

ly on every side over a large extent of country ;" which he

says is the case with the basalt of the Giant's Causeway, the

toadstones of Derbyshire, the porphyries of Edinburgh, and the

trachytes of Mont d'Or. * And we have reason to believe that, in

the progress of discovery, this remark, although once apparently

true, will inset with similar exceptions in other countries.

* See Professor Daubeny's Description of Active and Extinct Volcanoes,

page 407.
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Having finished our account of the trap rocks of the country,

comprising a complete description of that formation, with the more
important and curious mineral productions which it includes,

and having suggested what appears to us the most obvious

theory of their origin, which, derived from remarkable peculiarities

of color, structure, and other appearances of contiguous strata,

appears to account for those phenomena in a more satisfactory

manner than any other, we shall now pass to the neighbouring

strata of sandstone and shale, forming the -moderately elevated

and rounded hills of the county of Cumberland, and part of the

county of Hants, and part of the districts of Colchester and Pic-

tou.

It becomes necessary to describe this formation before speak-

ing of the South mountains on account of its intimate connexions

with the trap, which we have previously alluded to in describing

the capes which project into the Basin of Mines.

The sandstone, constituting so large a portion of the Province

of Nova Scotia, is of various appearance, differing greatly at dif-

ferent places. In the immediate vicinity of the trap, as at Cape
Chignecto. Cape Sharp, and Swan's Creek it is of a dark brick-

red color, and consists of irregularly rounded grains of quartz,

usually very small, rarely exceeding the size of a pepper-corn, ac-

companied by minute spangles of mica, and united by an argilla-

ceous cement, containing a large proportion of peroxide of iron.

When in connexion with the trap, as before observed, the sand-

stone passes insensibly into the shale, or rather, the two form a

compound in which the eye can distinguish no line of division, so

completely are they blended. The shale varies greatly in color,

and generally, like the sandstone, becomes red in the presence of

the trap rocks, where it assumes a bright tile-red color, and when
16
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exposed to the action of the waves, it becomes polished on the

surface. This rock consists of thin folia of argillaceous slate,

sometimes including a little mica, and is generally colored by ox-

ide of iron. Comparatively remote from the trap, the shale

?^ssumes a grey, brown, or bluish-black color : more rarely it is

spotted with green.

Near Diligence River, the shale is almost black, and appears

to be colored by carburet ol iron. It here includes a large bed
of compact limestone, a section of which has been formed by the

encroachments of the waters of the IJasin of Mines. A little be-

yond Fox River, towards Cape D'Or, the sandstone, of a grey

color, is seen to alternate with the strata of greyish-black shale,

both of which are filled with relics of the vegetable kingdom of a

former world. They are carbonized remains of various culmif-

erous plants, which are converted into a compact bitumii.ous

lignite. Portions of ensiform leaves resembling those of the Iris, or

blue-flag, were here observed, lying between, and included within,

the strata of sandstone.

The whole northern coast of the Basin ofMines, with the excep-

tion of the capes and islands of trap, before described, is composed
of strata of sandstone and shale, alternating with each other, and

presenting to the sea the edges of their strata, which are finely

exhibited by this natural section. They do not attain a great

elevation, rarely exceeding one hundred feet ; and where exposed
to the waves, the strata have suffered much from their violence,

and the shale is always worn away, exhibidng the bold ridges of

sandstone strata, contrasted with the deep furrows occasioned by
its decay. The strata of these rocks are from a foot to four feet

in thickness, and are alternately stratified with each other in great

regularity
; no limit being found to this alternation, we are unable
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to say which rock \h linally subordinate to the other. Near the

village of Parsborou^h, the red shale appears to predominate,

and constitutes a bed more than one hundred yards thick, which

is beautifully spotted with green, and contains occasionally scat-

tered crystals of yellow iron pyrites. East of this bed the sand-

stone appears in more powerful strata, and more than compen-
sates for the thickness of the shale just mentioned. It forms a

jimction with the trap of Swan's Creek, where it includes beds of

the carbonate and sulphate of lime, and where these two salts, so

opposite in their nature, are seen actually in contact. The lime-

stone is fragile and slaty, and contains scattered portions of coal

;

it is also sometimes bituminous. The gypsum is of the laminated

and fibrous kind, the laminjc being sometimes more than a foot

in length, and of a delicate flesh-color. But the laminated and

crystallized gypsum is not so much sought for exportation as the

amorphous varieties. At Tower Hill, twelve miles east of Pars-

borough, the sandstone again meets the trap, which forms but a

small part of the precipitous summit, and has no amygdaloid in

connexion with it. The united sandstone and shale, however,

exhibit a most singular appearance, and, becoming vesicular iflect

a curious imitation of amygdaloid, the place of which it occupies

in relation to the trap. These rocks, forminp- the base of the pre-

cipice, are of a fine texture, and coni.vu a large proportion of

argillaceous matter, colored with peroxide of iron.

Passing beneath the trap in its immediate vicinity, it abounds

with compressed and flattened spheroidal cavities, which, instead

of the zeolites, are, when occupied, filled with rounded masses of

gypsum, the mineral which usually occurs in this rock. These
facts obviously tend to establish our theory of the origin of trap-

tuff and amygdaloid, and render probable the explanation of these
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phenomena,— that t^e quantity of trap present was inadequate to

complete the process at this locaUty.

Beds of gypsum, of practical value, occur near the head of

the Basin of Mines, in the vicinity of the Subenacadie River,

where also occur large beds of Hmestone, containing the relics

and impressions of marine shells. It is of an ash-grey color, and

not very compact. In one specimen, a few crystals of galena

were observed, scattered through a mass of petrified shells, which

resemble the lituites described in Parkinson's Outlines of Oryc-

tology, p. 165, and portrayed in plate vi, fig. 7, of the same work.

Much largjr and more valuable beds of gypsum occur in the

county of Hants, and were first explored in the vicinity of Wind-

sor about thirty years ago. It there forms a precipitous wall

rising from the River St. Croix, and extending along its course

as shown on the map. It still continues to furnish immense

quantities, the greater part of which is sent to the United States.*

This gypsum is of a bluish color, and is highly valued in the

United States as a manure, although in its native country it does

not appear to contribute in the least to the fertility of the soil

;

in fact, the hills entirely composed of gypsum, were not clothed

with so luxuriant vegetation as those where this mineral was

altogether wanting in the soil. The trap rocks by their

decay furnish a far more productive soil, as is exhibited in the

township of Cornwallis, justly entitled, the " Garden of Acadia,"

and along the whole extent of the base of the North mountains.

Gypsum also occurs abundantly in the county of Cumber-
land at the head of Chignecto Bay, and at several places along

* It is stated in Mr. Halliburton's History that for the last few years nearly one

hundred thousand tons of this valuable mineral have been annually shipped to dif-

ferent parts of the United States.
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the coast of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. One of the most exten-
sive beds is on the banks of the Maran River, where the gypsum
is of a bluish color and equal to any in the province.

The gypsum in the vicinity of Windsor, abounds in those con-
ical or inverted funnel-shaped cavities, supposed to ha"e origina-

ted in the solution of rock-salt (chloride of sodium), which has
been imagined once to have occupied those spaces, though it

is hard to learn on what evidence such a notion can be found-
ed, as no rock-salt, or even traces of its existence have been dis-

covered in this part of the province, or nearer to it than the

county of Cumberland. The absence indeed, of anhydrous gyp-
sum, which, according to' Mr. Bakewell, usually accompanies the
deposits of rock-salt, would rather show that this mineral never
did exist here. In one of these caverns, about ten or fifteen years
since, the skeleton of a human being, supposed from the relics of
arrows found with it to have been one of the aboriginal inhabitants,

was discovered in opening a gypsum quarry. It is presumed
that this unfortunate individual, while pursuing his occupa-
tion of the chase, was precipited to the bottom of this frightful

dungeon, and being confined by its inclined walls, was unable
to escape. Thus incarcerated, he perished by hunger. His
bones are still preserved at the College in Windsor, where
they were politely shown to us by the Vice-President, the
Rev. Mr. King, who gave the above account of them. No
other remains, but those of this single human being, have
been seen in these caverns, which, in truth, have excited
little or no attention, and have never been examined with
a view to determine whether, in some of them, the remains
of animals both of living and extinct species, may not also have
been entombed; if the former, by falling into them and perishing

17
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from hunger, if the latter, perhaps by a more sudden exi'^rmina-

tion, like those mentioned by Professor Buckland. Had th j bones

referred to been found without the arrows, which afforded

too true a history of their origin and the character of the lost

individual to lead to further inquiry on the subject, it is probable

that the discovery would have led to the thorough examination of

the caves in search of other remains ; and thus perhaps new facts

might have been contributed to science, instead of which the caves,

as we were told, are now covered with rubbish. It is a fact that the

remams of animals whose hving types are now unknown, have

been found on Cape Breton, near the Wagamatcook River, where,

we are told by Mr. Halliburton,* an enormous skull has been

found, with molar teeth measuring eight inches by four across

the crown or grinding surface, which is furrowed or divided into

two rows of processes ten in number ; a peculiarity in their struc-

ture which proves them not to have belonged to a carnivorous

animal, and tends obviously to identify them with the grinders of

the mammoth or fossil elephant discovered by our naturalists in

South Carolina and Kentucky. The spot however we have, as yet,

been unable to visit ; but it certainly merits attention, in order,

to discover, ifpossible, the remaining parts of the skeleton ; a rel-

ic too valuable to science to remain only partially exhumed,

since it may disclose to us the huge proportions of an animal

whose remains, common perhaps in some of the Middle and South-

ern States, have never yet been seen in any of the Northern, or in

either of the Canadas, to our knowledge.

On the banks of a small but romantic stream which empties

itself into the St. Croix, called Montague River, a remarkably

• History of Nova Scotia, Vol. II. p. 243.
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beautiful precipice of siliceous breccia passing into graywacke,

presents itself to the traveller. It consists of angular fragments

of quartz and felspar, rarely containing a few spr gles of mica

united without any apparent cement. The felsp; being of a

flesh-red color and forming a principal ingredient the rock,

gives it an app 'ance at a distance resembling red bandstone.

out sixty feet high, and rises from a base of

ig the bed of the stream, which has excava-

holes into the bottom, forming beautiful reser-

ater. The direction of the strata is N. E. and

ip 10° to the northwest, forming a declivity down
which the water rushes, and, falling from the broken strata, pro-

duces an agreeable effect. This place, adorned with overshad-

owing trees, is a favorite resort of the visitors of the Montague
House, in its immediate vicinity.

We shall now advert to the sandstone of Cumberland, and
describe the quarries of grindstones and the coal dsitrict of this

region. The sandstone, where it emerges from beneath the trap

at Cape D'Or, and where it comes in contact with it at Cape
Chignecto, exhibits the red color noticed at other places in the

vicinity of this rock, is more compact, and is destitute of organic

remains. Leaving its Plutonic neighbour further up Cumber-
land Bay, it assumes a grey color. It alternates with, and passes

into, a coarse conglomerate. At Apple River and the South Joggin

it is quarried for grindstones and as a building material. This

sandstone passes into the neighbouring Province of New Bruns-

wick, forming the extensive grindstone quarries of Meringuin and

Grindstone Islands, and is undoubtedly connected with the for-

mation of this rock that includes the coal measures recently dis-

covered on the Grand Lake in the interior parts of that province,
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and has even been traced west of the River St. Johns. But no

description of its characters, either fossil or mineral, has yet ap-

peared; and as those places are beyond he limits of our observa-

tions, we must content ourselves with a brief notice of the quarries

at the South Joggin and Apple River on the Nova Scotia shore.

At the former place the best grindstones are obtained, and

wrought on the shore of Cumberland Bay. They are preferred

when obtained at a considerable depth from the superficial strata,

and are always taken at low water as deep as possible from the

surface. Two or three layers are first removed which make

inferior grindstones, and then the best ones are procured. In

cutting the stones, the workmen frequently meet with hard round-

ed nodules which they call " bull's eyes," and which always

condemn the stones as useless. They differ from the surrounding

matrix only in being more compact and having less of the argilla-

ceous basis, and breaking with a conchoidal fracture. The

"bull's eyes" vary from one to ten inches in diameter, and

sometimes they include a smaller spheroid as a nucleus within

the larger.

Near the mout!: of Ap^jje River, grindstones are also quarried

in the same manner as those of the South Joggin ; they are not

ofsogooda quality, but in other respects they are like those

already described. The rock of which the grindstones are made

consists of irregularly rounded grains of quartz, which are trans-

parent and colorless or slightly tinged red, green, or blue, with a

few spangles of mica and grains of felspar interpersed through

the mass. The grains are usually minute, not often exceed-

ing the size of a mustard seed. They are united by an argilla-

ceous cement, which exists in a small proportion to the whole.

This rock contains numerous remains of culmiferous plants, which
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lie between the strata and are much compressed. They do not

injure the grindstones unless many occur in the mass, which

seldom happens, as they are mostly scattered diffusely through

the strata. The fossils which occur in this sandstone, stamp it

as a secondary rock, although it is evidently older than the trap

rocks recumbent on it along the margin of the Basin of Mines.

A few miles southwest from the grindstone quarries at the

South Joggin, a bed of bituminous coal exists in the sandstone,

accompanied by shale. The bed is about five or six feet thick,

and has been wrought to a small extent, but is now abandoned,

and the shaft is filled with earth and rubbish. The coal contains

an abundance of pyrites, which injures its quality as fuel. In

the vicinity of this bed occur several smaller beds, one of

which is covered by a stratum of bluish compact limestone,

in the upper surface of which Dr. Lincoln observed fragments of

shells resembling those of the common muscle (Mytilus ednlis ?)

.

Many of the vegetable fossils so common in the rocks of the coal

series in other countries are found in great abundance here, im-

bedded in the sandstone, which dips at an angle of thirty degrees

from the horizon, and includes the coal. Specimens of the phy-

tolithm verrucosus were found by Dr. Lincoln, which exactly re-

semble those represented in the drawings accompanying Mr.

Steinhauer's article on these fossils in the " American Philosophi-

cal Transactions."* Very good specimens of the fossil represented

in Parkinson's "Organic Remains," (Vol. L PI. IX. fig. 1.) were
also found. Substitutes of reeds and of plants resembhng bamboos
and rushes are likewise abundant. Some of the reeds are three

or four inches in diameter and as many feet in length. They are

* New Series, Vol. I. Plate IV. fig. 1, 2, and 4.

18
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invariably found traversing one or more of the strata at right an-

gles with its layers. Some, especially the larger, are cylindrical;

others are flattened and are generally coated externally with a

layer of coal ; some are smooth, others striated longitudinally as

represented in Parkinson's "Organic Remains," (PI. III. fig. 3.)

Near the principal coal bed, Dr. Lincoln saw one segment of a trunk

two feet long and twenty-five inches in diameter, and another about

one foot long and eighteen or twenty inches in diameter. The

external appearance of this petrifaction had led the grindstone-cut-

ters to believe it to have been a hemlock tree (Pinus canadensis.)

They say that a few years ago a larere part of the trunk was stand-

ing erect in the cliff, with some of its branches attached to it

Lignites are very abundant. Some specimens appear to have

been trunks of trees, or succulent plants, of an enormous size,

and they are found, not travel sing the strata of the rocks like the

stony casts of the reeds, but lying between them.

The Isthmus connecting Nova Scotia with New Brunswick,

situated between Cumberland Basin and Bay Verte, is but twelve

or fourteen miles wide, and, being composed of a friable de-

composed sandstone, opposes a feeble resistance to the rush-

ing waves of Cumberland Bay, where the tides rise to the

height of sixty feet ; while on the shores of Bay Verte they

scarcely attain the elevation of eight or ten feet. One would

suppose such frail barriers would give way before the pres-

sure and violence of the conflicting tides. It is, however, a

remarkable fact, that the same waves which cause so much de-

vastation along the rock-bound coast of the Bay of J'undy, un-

dermining and tumbling in confusion the lofty trap rocks, roll

harmless against these shores, protected by the bold promontories

of Cape Chignecto and Meringuin, depositing their spoils, taken

^

^%^
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from the opposing rocks, quietly on the shores of Cumberland
Basin, and thus fortifying the isthmus in its weakest point. The
mhabitants assist the process, securing by dykes the soil deposit-
ed on then- lands, and profitably use the bounties heaped at their
doors by the tumultuous sea.

From the shores of Chignecto Bay the sandstone and slate
formmg the county of Cumberland, extend to the waters of the'
Gulf of St. Laurence on the north, and, stretching eastwardly
towards the county of Sidney, constitute a part of the districts of
Colchester and Pictou, and include all the coal measures of these
distncts. The interior of Cumberland county wa. not examined
by ourselves, but we were credibly informed by inteUigent persons
residmg there, of the extent of the sandstone district as represent-
ed on the geological map accompanying this paper.*

Salt springs have been found in various places near the shores
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. One of the most important exists
near the nver Philip. The brine of this spring contains a much
larger proportion of salt than the water of the ocean, and it has
been economically obtained by evaporation of the water. In the
year 181

1
large quantities were manufactured at this spring A

spnng also occurs at Pictou, which was advantageously worked

* For the more extended eastern boundaries of this rock, as exhibited on thi,.mproved
p of the country, we acknowledge ourselves indebted to the obJons of Messrs. S.i., and Brown of P.ctou. The structure of the eastern paZfthe Pronnce hav.ng also been examined by these gentlemen, we gladly avail our-

fl irsa

"^""-"-'^ History of "NovaScotia." Ourobservati. ns.in theew .nstances ,n wh.h they relate to the same localities, will be found to agree, if to
t . remark we mal. a single exception, to be considered in a subsequent part of
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for salt on an extensive scale for several years, but is now aban-

doned, from what cause we are not informed ;
another is said to

have been found on the River Souiac. No rock-salt has ever

been found in the vicinity of these springs, where, if in any place,

some more palpable traces of it might be expected ;
nor has the

rock any perceptible saU taste. We must therefore refer the origin

and the occurrence of these salt springs to such unexplained phe-

nomena as are assigned to those in the western part of the state of

New York, so ably discussed by Professor Eaton in his " Geo-

logical and Agricultural Survey of the District adjoining the Erie

Canal." * The existence of salt springs in this formation indi-

cates it to be identical with the Red Marie, or new red sand-

stone of Phillips and Conybeare, which includes the vast rock-

salt mines of England and Poland ; and also allies it to the sa-

liferous rock of New York, described [by Professor Eaton in the

abovementioned "Geological Survey," and in the -American

Journal of Science," f as existing on the banks of the Connec-

ticut, and as supporting the Palisadoes on the Hudson river.

Pursuing this formation eastwardly in the direction of its

strata, we meet with occasional beds of coal, not of any practical

value, and offering no remarkable geological peculiarities. On

the north bank of the West river, where the Kempt bridge cross-

es this stream, a bed of bituminous coal with lignites, about four

or five inches wide, occurs in the cliff of sandstone, a section of

whicli is formed by the bed of the river. At this place, vhich

we mention on account of its vicinity to the road from Truro to

Pictou, rendering it accessible to travellers, occur many of the

relics of culmiferous plants before noticed at Cumberland mine.

Piirt I. p. 109 et seq. fVol. XIV. p. 148.

m
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Carriboo river, in tlit! township ol'New Philadelphia, seven

nules nortli of the flourisljiiig town of Pictou, presents a field of

great interest both to the mineralogist and the miner. On the

banks of this stream, two miles from where it empties into the

Gulf of St. Lawrence, occurs a bed of copper ore, included be-

tween the strata of sandstone passing into coarse conglomerate.

It is associated with lignites of enormous size, which generally

lie over the copper ore. The conglomerate consists of smooth
rounded masses of quartz of various colors, siliceous slate, clay

slate, and felspar, varying in size from that of a filbert to three

or four inches in diameter ; they are united by an argillaceous

cement. The sandstone differs only in the size of the com-
ponent ingredients, which diminish until they are scarcely dis-

tinguishable by the naked eye. These rocks rise from the

river to the height of fiiteen or twenty feet above its level, and
form precipitous banks. The direction of the strata is nearly

east and west, and the dip is about ten degrees to the north.

The lignites are black, and some of them resemble com-
mon charcoal so much as to be easily mistaken for that sub-

stance. Some are fibrous, and exhibit evident traces of the

organized structure of plants ; others have lost every trace of

organization, are compact without any fibrous structure, break
with a conchoidal fracture, have a pitchy black color, and thus

form the true jet of commerce, or the lignite piciforme jayet of M.
Brongniart. This last variety take a good polish, and would ad-

mit of being wrought into jet ornaments inferior in no respect

to those brought to this country from France. The lignite forms

thin layers over masses of the copper ore, which sometimes

presents very perfect substitutions or casts of culmiferous plants

resembling the stalks of Indian corn (zea mays.)

The lignite sometimes contains minute, flattened ci-ystals of

19
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red oxide of copper, which are (ranslucent and of a crimson

red color.

Gre .md bhic carbonates of copper n.c,,., .on'siing some of

the lign. s ; and, filling interstices in the sandstone, they assume

a botryoidal appearance. They also occur in delicate fibres,

investing the masses of vihroiis copper ore now to be described.

This valuable ore occurs in beds from two to four inches

thick, which, covered with lignites, alternate with each other, the

lowest bed being the thickest and most compact. It is of an iron-

black color, with a slight tinge of lead-grey. It possesses a

metallic lustre, and breaks with a conchoidal fracture. Some

specimens are of a crystalline or granular structure, breaking so

as to exhibit brilliant metalloidal surfaces ; others are very com-

pact, and break with a smooth surface. The speciiic gravity of

the most compact varic; v is 5.7 ; but the granular varieties,

more open in their texture, seldom exceed 4.8 or .5. It is sec-

tile, and readily impressed by a smooth, blunt steel instrument

;

it therefore possesses a low degree of malleability, being extend-

ed under pressure without breaking. It receives a high polish,

resembling in lustre and color the most highly polished steel,

and retains this lustre unaltered by the action of the atmo-

sphere. It is mixed occasionally with yellowish and a lighter

grey pyrites, which is much harder and not sectile, and con-

tains a smaller proportion of copper than of iron ; but no

specimen of this ore gives any traces of arsenic or antimony,

when examined before the blowpipe, or when dissolved in nitro-

muriatic acid and largely diluted with water. Nor does solu-

tion in nitric acid give any precipitate when muriate of soda is

added ; and sulphuric acid throws down no precipitate ; hence

it does not contain any silver or lead. The nitric solution, tested
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by aqua ammoni.r. became ol a line blue color, and, treated to
excess of .saturation, f,^ave a brown precipitate of oxide of Iron.

To determine the coinpo.sition of the vitreous copper, similar
trials were made, winch discovered nothing but copper, sulphur,
a.Kl ,ron. This ore was called by the miners from Cornwall,
who were exploring the mine, grcy-coppcr. (fahlerz of the Ger-
mans.) Rut according to an armrate analysis which we have
made of this ore, it is to be considered as the vitreous copper
(kuplci-lan/cr/), which is more valuable than the grey-copper
ore. We have taken for our niodel the analysis of the" vitreous
copper ore from Siberia, detailed in the celebrated Essays of
Klaproth. As our results differ somewhat from those of this ex-
cellent analyst, and no source of fallacy can be discovered on
repetition of the process, we shall give below an ar. unt of the
method pursued, allhough it possesses no claim to or .jnality. but
was purposely conducted after the manner of this chemist. We
are the more disposed to do this, as some of our readers may not
have access to the work of Klaproth, which has become scarce
and may m,|| wish (o see the modus operandi exemplified.*

• Anamsis— A Hpeci,nen of the copper ore was sclcctnd, l.avinjr ,1,. specific
grav.y r..7. It wa« .sectilc, po.sessin. on the cut surface a brilliant me, Nc lustre
reso. hng polished steel, but „,oro of loa.i-grey appearance. I. wa. carefuii;
freed fro.n the surrounding matrix and , olopo of lignite, and reduced t. powder

A. Two hundred grains of this powder were introduced into a matrass, and
pure n,ur.at.c acid afTu.od upon it. which di.olved nothing, even when heated to
bo,hng

;
«how,ng that the metals do not exist in the state of oxides, but in a metallic

B To the contents uf the matrass while boiling, ho, concentrated nitric acidwas added by drops, which at each addition occasioned a viole, effervescent
W.U, the extr.cat.on of red fumes. The acid was added until it ceased to produce
acnon. A floccul.nt greyish-white precipitate had formed on the surface of the fluid
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The sandstone, continuing its eastward course tlironjrh the

district of Pictou, approximates to the slate of the South moun-

whioh wa. .he 8ulphur extricated frotn the ore. When cool, tho contents of the

matrass, being diluted with pure water, and carefully washed from its surface, were

thrown on a filter of known weight. The precipitate collected on its surface, wash-

ed with dilute nitric acid, and afterwards with water, being drie.l, was found to weigh

thirty eight Rran.s. This was ignited in a crucible of platinum over an alchohol

lamp, and burned away, leaving two grnin« of a dark grey i-owdcr, which was a

portion of tho ore that had escaped decomposition. This was treated with nitro-

muriatic acid, iind being dissolved by it, was added to the filtered solution. The

sulphur then in two hundred grains amounts to thirty-six grains, or ei-hleen per

cent.

C. The liquid which hud passed the filter was of a bluish-grcen color, and

transparent. It was divided into two equal (luantities. In one portion a polished

cylinder of iron was immersed, and in forty-eight hours the copiier had precipitat-

ed upon it in a dendritic f.^rni. That it had entirely separated the copper was

known by the solution ceasing to give a tarnish of copper to a polished steel in-

strument. Tiie copper removed from the cylinder of iron, washed and dried rapidly

to prevent oxidation, was found to weigh 79.5 grains.

D. The other half of the solution was treated with aqua ammonia; to excess of

saturation, when a muddy brown precipitate took place, which, when collected on a

double filter of known weight, washed, dried, and ignited with a little wax in a

platinum Crucible, was reduced to the protoxide of iron attractable by the magnet,

and weighed 3.4 grains, indicating 2.5 grains of metallic iron.

E. To determine whether tho solution was equally divided, and to prove the

correctness of the process C, the ammoniated solution was saturated and acidulat-

ed with sulphuric acid, and a plate of polished iron was immersed in it. The copper

precipitated in a brilliant metallic coating, and when separated, washed, and dried,

weighed with the loss of a trifling fraction, like the result of the former process,

79.5 grains.

This ore contains, then, in a hundred parts,

Copper, (^)

Sulphur, - - (B)

Iron.
(D)

79.5

18.0

2.5

100.0
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t»i" ranfio, which it meets in the township of Egerton, near the
sources of Middle and East rivers. In the village of New Glas-
gow, there occur important beds of bituminous coal near East
nver. included between the strata of sandstone, and overlaid by
a decayed, blackish shale. It contains remarkably perfect stony
casts ol culmiferous plants, which were shown to us by Mr
Blanchurd of Truro. The coal is of a jet-black color, has a glossy
appearance, and is highly charged with bitumen. It burns with
a bright flame, and smokes much when first kindled. It appears
to melt and cake like the Newcastle coal, and when completely
on fire, after the bituminous matter is dissipated, it burns like
coke.

There have been five or six shafts sunk into the coal strata
in d-fTercnt places, under the direction of Mr. Carr, who resides
at this place

;
but at the time we visited them, these openings

were partially filled with water, which prevented us from making
any accurate examination of the beds of coal, and the associated
rocky strata. The coal that had been thrown out was of a soft
friable nature, and would be soon ground to dust by friction in'

transporting it to any considerable distance. But preparations
were then making, under the direction of two very intellic^ent
and practical gentlemen of Pictou, Messrs. Smith and Brown
to explore this coal on a larger scale. We are now informed
that the mining operations are carried on very extensively, and
that coal of the first quality is obtained. It is shipped to the
United States, where it is found well adapted for all the purposes
for which other bituminous coal is employed in the various manu-
factories of the country.

About twelve miles northeast from the coal mines of New
Glasgow, and eighteen miles from the town of Pictou, the sand-

20
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Stone and shale meet the transition clay slate of the South moun-

tain range. But the immediate junction of these rocks was not

discovered on account of the deep, unbroken soil which overlaid

and concealed from view their respective strata. It is evident

that the strata unite near this placs, from the fact that their lines

of bearing here intersect each other at an acute angle ; the bear-

ing of the clay slate being north, sixty degrees east, while that of

the sandstone is directly east. The clay slate dipping at an angle

of fifty or sixty degrees to the northwest, wliile the sandstone

dips at angles of only ten or fifteen degrees to the north, clearly

indicates the former rock to bo of greater antiquity than the latter,

which was before proved to be secondary from the fossils it con-

tains. It evidently lies over the clay slate, and we regret that

we were unable to discover a single spot from which the soil and

gravel had been removed, so as to exhibit the connexion of the

two rocks. Future explorers by traversing the forest, may per-

haps find an outcropping somewhere along the line of their union,

which will repay the labor of research, by illustrating their rela-

tions and comparative age.

Near this place, on the estate of Mr. Grant, a bed of brown

and red hematite was discovered about twenty feet in nidth. It

exhibits all the varieties of imitative form usually observed in this

ore, and resembles many of the specimens of the hematite brought

from the Salisbury mines in Connecticut. It is associated wiih

grey oxide of manganese ; which forms n, considerable proportion

of the bed, and is usually disseminated through the geodes of the

hematite, in sheafs of radiating acicular fibres, or in distinct con-

cretions, of which however none of the individuals possess

determinable crystaiUne faces. It is also in more compact glob-

ular masses, which are granular, but without any tendency to a

1

J
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crystalline structure. Its color is between lead and steel-grey,
and It possesses a high metallic brilliancy emulating that of anti-
niony-glanz, and is not tarnished by exposure to air and moisture •

while the hematite, with which it is blended, or sometimes alter-
nates m successive botryoidal coatings, has often become very
rusty on its surface. Its color is the same, whether exhibited by
its streak or ground to powder.*

The geodes in this hematite are also frequently occupied by
crystals of arragonitc, in six-sided prisms, and also sulphate of ba-
rytes m compressed or tabular crystals, usually of a pure white
color, and but very loosely attached to the matrix ; or they are
sometnnes completely isolated. Several masses of a foliated
structure, compose,! entirely of this substance, were also foundm the soil near " the brook." Whether the manganese, intermixed
wnh th.s ore, will prove injurious to the iron in the operation of
smeltmg ,t, ,s a (juestion of importance to those who may be en-
gaged m working it. It is certain that it must exert some injurious

*Tho cornmoa grey oxic" of manganese has recently been divided by Mr
Ha. .nger into two new species. (Edinburgh Royal Society Transactions, Vol."
Xr.) The mineral above referred to by us, is evidently his pyrolusite, with which
U agrees .n i.s characters of hardness, color, streak, &c. and, what must not be
overlooked, in its being associated with precisely the same ore of iron; an ore towuch .t .s almost exclusively attached in other countries. The other species, call-
ed by hun manganite, which is much harder, is often in distinct prismatic crystals
that exh.bu a brownish-red streak, and is said by him to have been found in No-'
va Scona. has not yet come under our notice there. We have it fron. the neigh-
bouring Province of New Brunswick, in elongated rhombic prisms deeply striated
and tn druses of acicular crystals, answering well to the characters which, accord."
.ng to tins acute observer, give it undoubted claims to be considered a new species
Is U not possible that his specimen may have come from that Province, since he doe.
not cite Its precise locality ?
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influence in the smelting furnace, whether it combines chemical-

ly with the iron or not ; for in consequence of its existing in the

state of a peroxide of the metal, a large portion of heat and carbon

must be taken up in the formation of carbonic acid, or carbonic

oxide, by the union of the carbon and oxygen, and the iron, by

losing any portion of the carbon it had previously taken up from

the charcoal, is rendered of an inferior quality. The preparatory

process of burning the ore might perhaps be resorted to with

advantage. A bed of buff-colored limestone occurs in the sand-

stone, near the hematite locality, and will prove a valuable flux-

ing material to the ore, should it be worked in this part of the

country. The limestone also forms beds in the sandstone at sev-

eral other places, among which may be cited the Shubenacadie

River. Gay River, and Pictou Island, as shown on the map. At

the two last named places, it contains small but well character-

ized remains of the cornu ammonis, with crystals of argentiferous

galena, arseniate of lead in minute crystals, and carbonate of iron,

the latter filling the cavities of the fossil ammonites. It is cav-

ernous in some places ; and, according to Mr. Halliburton, a kind

of grotto has been discovered in it near the East river of Pictou,

about one hundred feet in length, and beautifully decorated by

numerous stalactites depending from its roof.

Four miles southeast of this place a very important and exten-

sive bed of iron ore exists, in the clay slate of the South mountains,

which we shall describe after noticing generally the whole tran-

sition clay-slate formation of Nova Scotia, commencing at the

eastern extremity of the district of Pictou, and extending west

southwest to the opposite shore of the Province. This rock

presents a large-^ -extent of surface, than any other in the Province,

forming nearly le half of the whole face of the country. It pre-

. j
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sents every where a uniform geological character; and containing
foss.l organic remains, belonging to the marine world alone and
some of them of the oldest kind, it must obviously, according to
the common geological division, be regarded as transition rock,*
and as having existed long before the neighbouring Plutonic rocks
had emerged from the central regions of the earth. That this
rock is older than the trap rocks we have additional evidence,
derived from another source, which we shall state by and by,'
when our observations are directed more particularly to the iron-
ore bed, which we have no hesitation in saying extends throuhg
the whole clay slate formation. That it is newer than the granite
will appear evident from reasons to be assigned.

The direction of the strata composing this formation is uni-
formly north, 60- east, dipping at an angle of 50° or 60° from
the horizon. The color of the rock, on fracture, is black, greyish,
or bluish-black. Its structure is slaty or foliated, frequently sepa-
ratmg by a gentle blow into broad sheets, which are sufficiently
smooth and compact to be employed for writing-slate. This is
the case at Rawdon, where it is obtained for this purpose, and also
extensively quarried for rooling-slate. In other places being less
distinctly foliated, its tendency is to break into huge rhomboidal
fragments, as it has natural seams both in the direction of, and at
right angles with its stratification. This renders it a valuable
budding material as it forms convenient shapes for rearing walls
of houses, for which purpose it is employed in many places.

The soil resulting from, and lying over this formation, is much
inferior to that produced by the disintegration of the trap rocks

Tl>e term tra„s;tuu,, although objectionable in some respects, we have adopted
or the want of abetter; ,t certainly conveys what is very apparent, the in,ern,e,
dtate character of the rock, to which it is applied in this paper.

21
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of the North mountains, and the neighbouring sandstone ; its

vegetation being less luxuriant, and requiring for its culture great-

er labor from the husbandman. This is a fact which the travel-

ler, in passing through the country, can scarcely fail to observe.

The soil has been much improved of late years ; and the present

slate of agriculture in Nova Scotia is much indebted to Mr. Jchn

Young, the author of a series of interesting and practical let-

ters published in Halifax under the signature of " Agricola," to

whose labors, we believe, the country is indebted also for many

of its agricultural societies.

The continuity of the strata of this rock is interrupted in two

places by dykes of trap porphyiy, which, entering the rock nearly

at right angles with its stratification, completely cut off or inter-

cept the bed of iron ore, which is continuous and parallel with the

strata. We shall notice these dykes more particularly in another

place, as also the granite represented on the map in Annapolis

county, which is undoubtedly subordinate to the clay slate, and

all the other rocks in Nova Scotia.

The bed of iron ore alluded to, is apparently about sixteen

feet wide, though, as it had not been explored at the time we

visited it, we are unable to speak positively on this point. Its

direction, like tnat of the strata in which it is included, is north

60° east ; and it may be traced for some distance into the forest,

until obscured by soil and under-brush. The ore on the surface,

from which it may readily be detached, is usually of a compact

structure, sometimes inclining to slaty. Its external color is brown

and reddish-brown, but its streak and powder are deep red ; con-

sequently, it is in the state of peroxide of iron. It is destitute of

magnetism and metalUc brilliancy, and in these respects differs

greatly from the ore in other parts of this bed, in another coun-
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ty. ks specific gravity being 4.00 it contains by calculation
according to Rinman's m.thotl, fifty per cent, of metal; a very
near approximation to the truth, as proved on assaying the ore in
a crucible, and duly allowing for the carbon combining with it in
the process. It abounds with fossil remains ; and some specimens,
in which they are the most numerous, contain lime in the state
of carbonate, readily eflfervescing with acids. It contains besides
a portion ofalumine and silex, which in smelting perform the func-
tion of a fiux.

Among the fossils discovered in this ore, the most numerous
are the tellenite, pectinite, and terebratulite. Those observed
less frequently are small lenticular shells, resembling the nummu-
Hte, as figured in Parkinson's «' Oudines of Oryctology," (Plate VI.
fig. 5 ;)

and also very distinct impressions of encrinites, which,
instead of occurring in crylindrical columns as is ordinarily the'

case, are formed of a series of circular joints or vertebra, that are
smaller at one extremity than the other, so that the fossils as-
sume a conical form. (See Parkinson's "Organic Remains »

Vol. II. p. 164.) The old name of "Screw Stone" we
found had been appUed to these fossils by the people in the
neighbourhood, who, struck with the singular appearance of
these rehcs and those accompanying them, evincing, as they
thought, a former life, had carefully preserved some of them, in
the hope of perhaps learning something of their history. These
fossils are not confined to the ore alone, but may be seen in al-

most every slate stone scattered through the ad joining fields ; and
should the ore at this place be explored to any extent, doubtless
a far greater variety of these entombed relics will be brought to
liglM, ml furnish the coUector with many rare productions of the
ap.eieat world.
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Following the slate formation westerly, this ore-bed does not

again show itself until it is seen on Nictau Mountain, in Annap-

polis county, as shown on the map ; it being obscured between

the two places by the unbroken forest, except that in a few spots

fragments of it have been picked up, barely sulHcient to prove its

continuity from one locality to the other. At Nictau the width

of the ore, at the surface, is but six feet and a few inches ; but, in-

creasing apparently as it deepens, it gives the promise of an

immense supply of this valuable mineral. It is covered by a

stratum of ferruginous soil about two feet thick, on removing

which the surface of the ore-bed, being in some places quite

smooth as if worn down by attrition, is seen curiously intersected

by seams, some of which cross it transversely or nearly at right

angles, and, when not open fissures, are filled up with a substance

not unlike red ochre. They give the ore a tendency to separate

into rhomboidal fragments, similar to those into which the slate

itself often divides, and besides greatly facilitate the labor of

raising it. The bed has beeu opened to the depth of eight or

ten feet, and some hundred tons of the ore have beei removed

to the smelting furnace situated on the southern shore of An-

napolis Basin.

The character of the ore at this place differs in some respects

from that of the Pictou ore. From its very uniform slaty structure,

it is more easily broken up ; and it abounds to a much greater ex-

tent with the casts of marine shells, the calcareous parts of which,

are sometimes still preserved. It also contains a larger propor-

tion of iron, has a slight metallic lustre, and exerts magnetic in-

fluence upon the needle. But it is not a Httle singular that this

ore-bed, although the grave of millions of once living shell-fish,

the remains of which it exhibits in every part, should afford traces
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of no other tliiu. bivalves, and of those belonging exclusively to
the genus anoniia. Tliis however is the fact so far as we have
examined it. Like many substitutions of this character, they
exhibit with great precision and beauty the original external fig-

ure of the living shells. The slate also, when in immediate
contact with the ore, exhibits the same remains, and it is not un-
usual to find one half of a shell moulded in it, while the other is

firmly attached to the ore, which is thus proved to have been
of nearly contemporaneous origin with that rock

; or at least,
by its union with it, it is proved to have been deposited before'
the latter had entirely consolidated, or while it was yet in a plas-
tic state. In no other way can this union be sadsfactorily ex-
plained

;
for it disproves at once any hypothesis founded on the

supposed greater antiquity of the slate, according to which the
two bodies should lie only in contact, without showing any marks
of intimate union. That they are nearly contemporaneous, we
have besides the further evidence derived from the fact, that the
fossil shells are precisely the same in both. Their more intimate
union, in some parts, we doubt not, may have been assisted by
the heat attending the production of the neighbouring trap rocks,
the effects of which, we think, are very apparent in another part
of this ore-bed, where it very nearly approaches the trap. But
of this subject, involving again the igneous origin of the trap, we
shall presently speak more at large.

On ascending the highlands south of the falls on Nictau River,
a rock was observed of a granular structure, of a greenish-grey
color, and containing imbedded concretions of white felspar. It
is evidently a part of a dyke of porphyry, as we have represented
It on the map, intercepting the strata of slate and the ore-bed
accompanying it, both of which it must cross nearly at right an-

22
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gles, if it continues to any extent. Mut we vere iin:\I)le to dis-

cover the precise spot where the ore is crossed by it ; a discovery,

which, considering the nature of this dyke, mi^ht have disclosed

some imjjortant I'acts. This spot, however, must be met witli ere

long by the miners, in the progress ol" opening the bed, as it is

found most advantageous to remove the ore to the deptli ol' but

a few feet from the surface.

In the vicinity of this dyke, we observed several irregularly

shaped masses of metalloidal diallage, which, when struck with

the hammer, were sonorous, ringing with a sound not unlike

that producetl on striking a solid mass of metal. It is of a

grey color, has an interwoven, laminated texture, and breaks

with great dilliculty into rough, splintery fragments, which re-

flect from the surfaces of their lamince the metallic lustre peculiar

to this sub-species. We also noticed several scattered .'lasses

of that variety of amygdaloid called loadstone, possessing the

characteristic appearance of this rock from Derbyshire, and

resembling that found at Brighton in Massachusetts by Godon,

an accomplished French naturalist.*

From whence came these boulders and those of common trap

that are now extensively spread over the southern parts of this

Province, so distant from any rock to which they bear the least

resemblance ? We may venture to infer, without being charge-

able with a disposition to support a mere visionary hypothesis, (for

we believe it founded on data which must carry conviction

to most minds,) that those of common trap and vesicular amyg-

daloid were derived from the trap-rock ledges of the North

mountains, and transported hither by that great and sudden

• See his paper on the structure of Boston and vicinity, in Vol. III. of the

Academy's Memoirs, page 127.
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catastn.phe uhich has lelt similar, but often lar more striking,
traces of its violence in other countries. And they not onhi
afloid us proof of the diluvial Hood ; they lead us, fu,-ther, to be-
lieve that the overwhelming torrent swept across this peninsula
nearly in a north and south direction

; such being always the
direction of these detached and drifted debris from the distant
and parent ledges with which they claim a common origin.
The boulders of granite also adbrd additional evidence of die
same fact

;
for they are never met with on the .Yorlk mountains

which present nothing extraneous of ,ny character, but are abun-
dantly scattered about in the opposite direction. If natives of
the counti-y, as they appear to be, they also must have originated
from soiue part of the South mountain range, where the granite
IS now ,n place and forms beds to a very considerable extent, as
may be seen on the map.

In the " Reliquiae Diluviana3,'' of Professor Buckland, we find
the granite boulders of Nova Scotia cited among the many other
proofs he has ably and Ingeniously brought forward in support of
the dduv.al current. Jf to these boulders of granite, we now add
those 01 the trap unknown to this author, or not mentioned by
his inlormant (Sir Alexander Croke), we may safely conclude, in
his own language, " that the present position of these fragments
can be accounted for only by supposing them to have been drift-
ed from the nearest granite [and trap] districts, by the same
rush of waters that transported those mentioned by Dr. Bi-sby
in the districts of Lake Huron and Lake Erie."* Of the other evi'
dences mentioned by him, such as valleys of denudation, the fur-
rows or parallel scratches upon the surfaces of rocks, and vast

:
«- ^- --^^ of P-fessor Buckland. page 217. Aiso Dr. Bigsby's arl.cle in

the Geological 1 ransactions, New Series, Vol. I.
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accuMinlations of saiul and ^ravt-l, Nova Scotia, as far as we

know, iilf'orcls none; though such may reasonably l)c expected in

a ('(iiiiiirv like this, where the hoidders so fully attest tl o occur-

rence of that event, wiiich the enlightened labors of Profrssor

Bu( kland, Cuvier, and others have tauglit us to regard as .10 other

than thai so brielly narrated in the Mosaic history. There are

those, however, who, with the greatest reverence for the Scrip-

tures, conlidently assert, that the phenomena, usually reierred to

the Deluge of Noah, had in leality nothing to do with it, and

must be accounted for on entirely different grounds. Among these

Dr. McCuiloch holds a high rank. lie refers these phenomena

to causes which have operated before, as well as since, the Del-

uge, and which are even now in operation ; such as the bursting

of lakes, the action of rivers, and wearing away of mountains.

In the currents produced by the sudden elevation of strata, he re-

marks, we shall probably find the true causes of such alluvia

(boulders &c.) as cannot be attributed to rivers and other existing

causes, and have so often been attributed to the Deluge, which,

he believes, was inadequate to produce any one of the ellects

ascribed to it.*

In the alluvium which forms the greater part of Aylesford

township, and the valley between the two ranges of moun-

* Sec Dr. McCulloch's recently published system of Gnolopy, Vol. TI. The opin-

ions of an observer so cautious and experienced arc deserving of liigh consideration ;

but whether, in the present instance, they will lessen the high authority of the

" Reliquiie Diluvianie," which contains the observations and concurring testimonies

of so many different writers, is a question, which we leave to be determined by those

who are thoroughly conversant with the phenomena on whicli it has arisen. It is for

geologists on this continent to examine the supposed cases of diluvian action, and

to see whether they cfln be explained consistently with the principles laid down by

Dr. McCuiloch.
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tains extending from Minas Basin to the Basin of Annapolis, there
occur vr • extf isive beds of argillaceous iron ore II are
about f feet (hick, consisting of concretions known .ual-

ly as •

. e." It is of a spongy, or v sicular appearance, and
presents, to a great extent, the resinous lustre exhibited by the
best varieties of bog ore. But, in some places, it .s intern.ixed
with the earthy phosphate of iron, or the substance to which
Bergman attributed the cold short quality of the metal in its mal-
leable state. It is however proved inadequate to explain the cold
short quality of iron, not only from the impossibility of the acid
escapiii: ^composition u the smelting-furnace and refinery,

but also Irom the fact thai ores containing no phosphorus arc as

liable as any to yield a melai I this quality.

Leaving Mctau and the dyke of porphyry, the great bed of
ore of the South mnunl.un does not appear again, so far as the

forest has been examined, until we reach the vicinity of Clement's,
a distance of thirty miles. But the evidence of its intermediate
continuity is such as to leave- but little doubt on this point ; for, in

the bed of almost every brook or rivulet descending from the

mou.itains, are to be found, to a greater or less extent, fragments
of this ore, which contain the usual marine impressions, and which,
at some time or other, must have been detached from the main
body. Should the spirit of competition among iron manufactur-
ers in Nova Scotia ever equal that which characterizes some
quarters of the United States, it is believed that no part of this

range will long remain unexplored, or fail to produce abundantly
that article, on which depend so many other arts and manufac-
tures.

Before alluding, particularly, to the iron mine at Clement's,
we will offer some remarks on the granite formation of this country,

23
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having already spoken of the boulders of this rock. This is

the only rock in Nova Scotia having any claim to the title of

primitive. It first appears along the South mountains, a few

miles east from Bridgetown, generally in large detached masses,

which are piled in confused heaps on their sides, or have been

precipitated into the valley beneath. Between Bridgetown

and the village of Annapolis, it occurs in place, and forms,

for nearly the whole extent, the abrupt and barren mountains,

which, having a rude outline, are contrasted with those com-

posed entirely of slate, which present rounded and gently sloping

sides. It also appears on the road from Annapolis to Clement's,

in immense cubical blocks, which contain disseminated masses

of chlorite and manganesian garnet. The latter is not distinctly

crystallized, and being of a fragile nature, few interesting speci-

mens were obtained. These are the only imbedded minerals

known to exist in it, as it does not contain metalliferous com-

pounds of any kind.

The component ingredients of this rock are not united in very

uniform proportions; the mica, of a brilliant jet black, enters

largely into its composition. The felspar is sometimes of a flesh-

color, and the quartzy concretions are translucent and vitreous.

The rock has a brecciated appearance, and includes masses of

granite of a different nature from itself. These masses appear

frequently in patches of a finer grain and darker color, than the

surrounding granite, from which they difTer only in this respect.

The felspar of this granite is exceedingly prone to decay, and

decomposes rapidly, on the exposed surface of the rock, inso-

much that large quantities of angular fragments of the quartz are

profusely scattered around, and constitute, by this debris, the

first rudiments of the soil. The protruding angular fragments of
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quartz give this rock a rough, forbidding aspect ; and becom-
mg loose m a few weeks, they dislodge any lichens which may
have clung to them for support, and thus preserve a barren sur-
face, delying all vegetation. The internal structure of this granite
•s firm and compact. It has a dark appearance, derived from the
color of the mica, which is uniformly distributed through the
mass. This rock would form an excellent building material if
the felspar was less prone to decomposition. This prevents its
use m buildings, which are intended to last for a long time We
have before suggested, that this granite was subordinate or in-
ferior to the clay-slate of the South mountains, and to all other
rocks discovered in the Province. It here exhibits itself, protrud-
ing through the clay-siate. The line of junction was not how-
ever observed, as the covering of .3oil and underwood concealed
the.r union. That there does exist a point of contact near this
place, we canno. doubt; for .erson may, in a few steps, pass
from one formation to the other. The granite exhibits no ap-
pearance of stratification, from which we could estimate its direc
tion

;
but there can be no doubt of its age being greater than that

of the clay-slate, which it evidendy supports, throughout its whole
extent. That the granite is older than the clay-slate, appears
from Its containing no relics of organized beings, which occur in
the latter, and prove it to belong to the transition formation.
We do not however consider this granite as belonging to the
oldest primitive, from the absence of all those metalliferous com-
pounds and minerals which characterize more ancient formations •

from Its brecciated structure, and from its being in contact with
transition rock. It probably belongs to what Werner calls the
newest granite formation

; a formation which is supposed to have
been derived in part from the spoils of one still more ancient.
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Speculative geologists may perhaps consider the relations of

the bed of iron ore to this granite, as of some value in account-

ing for the origin of veins and beds in transition rocks. They

would doubtless regard the protrusion of the granite from the

central regions of our globe, as the cause of the disruption of the

strata of clay-slate, which was thus raised from the bottom of the

sea, bearing with it the spoils of the ocean. The layers would

thus be broken, and their edges thrown up at an angle ; and by the

contraction of the subordinate rocks, the superior strata being

fixed, or the protrusion having carried the rocks so far as to

poise the strata in a perpendicular position, a chasm would be

formed, into which the ore oi iron was afterwards poured from

above by a second submersion. But however this may have been,

it is evident, from the facts already stated, that the origin of the

ore and slate must have been very nearly contemporaneous.

The granite might have been, nevertheless, much older than

the clay-slate, and constituted the base upon which it was de-

posited in a horizontal manner. The formation of rocks beneath

the granite, by oxidation of the metallic bases of the earths

discovered by the illustrious Davy, according to the views of

that excellent geologist. Professor Daubeny, (if we do not mis-

conceive them,j may have caused this protrusion of the granite

against and through the overlying transition slate, which was thus

raised from its horizontal position. The Wernerian and Hut-

tonian theories thus united and modified, appear to account for

so many facts in geology, that we could not refrain from adverting

to them on the present occasion, and suggesting their application

to American geology.

The granite, as we have said, is the only primitive rock known

to exist in Nova Scotia. Besides being found on the South moun-
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tains, we are credibly informed of its occurrence in the southern
parts of the province, which we did not visit, and have therefore
left colorless on the geological map accompanying this paper. On
the authority of Messrs. Smith and Brown, we also add, as anoth-
er locality of this rock, Cobequid mountain in Cumberland county,
where, it is apparent, it must hold nearly the same relation to the'

sandstone, as it does to the slate in Annapolis county. But we
must beg leave to differ very widely from these gentlemen in
regard to the character of the rock, which, in different parts of
the country, occurs with the clay-slate, and to which we find
they have applied the term primitive trap* We think that we
shall be able to show that this rock cannot be considered as trap
m any form, and that its mineral characters clearly identify it with
the quartz rock of McCulloch Future investigations must
determme whether the ore bed of the South mountains is any
where cut off by the granite, or whether it continues uninterrupt-
edly m the more elevated parts of the range which pass to the
southward of the patch shown on the map, as we are in fact
authorized to conclude from the direction of the ore bed at Clem-
ent's.

In the vicinity of Paradise river, a few miles from Bridgetown,
gigantic crystals of smoky quartz (Cairngorm or Scottish topaz)
are found among the granite boulders imbedded in the alluvium
which forms the banks of the Annapohs river. One of these,
found on the estate of Mr. Longley, weighed, we were told, more'
than one hundred pounds, and was remarkable for its symmetry of
external figure, as well as the beauty and varied tints of its inter-
nal substance. The mass, we are sorry to say, was soon broken

• History of Nova Scotia, Vol. II. p. 417.
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mto fragments and disposed of, with the exception of a few of the

smallest, which we had the good fortune to obtain. Some of

these are nearly colorless and transparent, some are of a straw-

yellow color, while ochers are of a smoky shade, passing into

clove-brown. We were also fortunate enough to obtain from this

place a perfect crystal, singular for its size and beauty, though

smaller than the one just mentioned. Its weight is ninety pounds
;

it measures nineteen inches from the point of its pyramidal termi-

nation to its base, which is twelve inches in diameter, and has ad-

hering to it grains of quartz and felspar, which indicate its for-

mer connexion with the granite, in a cavity of which it was prob-

ably formed. Its six lateral planes are nine inches in length to its

acuminating planes, one of which, being unduly extended, nearly

obliterates the two adjoining ones, and is twelve inches in length.

This crystal presents, within, the richest shades of color, from

light topaz and straw-yellow, through clove-brown, into a dark and

almost opake smoky color. It is covered externally by a thin

incrustation of common quartz, which, on being cleaved off, lays

open numerous dark and brilliant prisms of schorl, some of which

do not exceed in diameter the thickness of a hair, and are nearly

transparent, while others are the sixteenth of an inch in thickness

and three inches long. These slender prisms lie upon the sur-

face of the crystal, or penetrate deeply into its substance, and

render it an object of still greater interest. This remarkable

crystal, though ordinarily opake, yet, under the influence of stroiig

transmitted light, has its whole interior lit up into a beautifuJly

transparent mass, reflecting the colors we have mentioned, and is

altogether the noblest production which the country has afforded

us ; it is equalled only by the rarest of the rock-crystals found in

the Alps and in Siberia.
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Having thus fur described the appearanced and productions
of the South mointains, we shall now advert to the ore-bed at
Clement's, the la..t place along this range where it is known to
appear. This bed is three miles from the mouth of Moose river

;

and, several extensive openings having been made into it, during
the past season, rVom which many hundred tons of the ore have
been removed, peculiar facilities are afforded for its examination.
Its width considerably exceeds that of the Nictau bed, and per-
haps ten feet maj/ be assigned as its average

; but from the inti-

mate union of the ore with the contiguous slate, it is very difficult

to discover the line of separation between the one and the other.
In this respect it differs very materially from the ore of Nictau,
where, to a much greater extent, the walls of the bed are distinctly

presented. By the assistance of a compass, this ore may be trac
ed for the distance of two miles, towards Bear river, so power-
ful is its magnetic influence on the needle. Indeed, land survey-
ors are more or less perplexed by its influence, while traversing
the forests in different parts of this range, and these evidences
are m support of the continuity of this bed from New Glasgow
to Clement's.

This ore is compact or fine granular, of a bluish-grey or steel-
grey color, and possesses a glistening metallic lustre. When
reduced to powder, its color is similar. It is highly magnetic,
strongly affecting the needle, as we have before observed, and
is in fact the magnetic oxide of iron, or exists in the state
of the protoxide of the metal, combined with lime alumina, and
silex. Its specific gravity is 4-5; exceeding that of the Pictou
or Nictau ore, and it yields by fusion in the assay-furnace
sixty-five per cent, of soft cast-iron. But when reduced in
the smelting-furnace, it has hitherto yielded less, owing to its ad-
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mixture with the slate, from which it has been difficult to separate it.

The cast iron obtained from this ore, is of good quality for strength

and softness, while that of a harder nature, containing less carbon,

is readily converted into malleable iron, which, to give it the

praise it deserves, is equal to the best of this description made in

the United States. The pure iron has also been converted into

blistered steel, which, on trial, was found equally useful for the

purposes to which the foreign article had been applied.*

The fossil remains contained in this ore are not so numerous

as at either of the localities before cited. But, besides their im-

pressions, we have here presented more interesting traces of

them, which strongly indicate the effects of heat both upon their

fleshy and crustaceous parts, in decomposing and converting them

into the substances which are now presented in the ore. But

we shall allude to this more particularly, after stating the fossils

which were recognised. They are terebratulites, ammonites, tel-

lenites, encrinitcs, and trilobites. Of the last curious and, in

Nova Scotia, hitherto unobserved fossil, supposed to have been

originally a crustaceous insect, we obtained the remains of one, two

and a half inches in length. It presents a series of transverse

joints, divided vertically into three lobes, the central one of

which is more prominent than either of the other two, and has near-

ly the width of them both. They terminate at the lower part of

the fossil, without showing the caudal projection observed in some

species. The matrix, to which this fossil is attached, is a very

compact mass of slate, passing on one side into magnetic iron

* It is to be regretted that the Iron cstahlislunent erected in the vicinity of the

iron mine at Clement's in 1826, has since ceased its operations, as the country is

now obliged to look to other quarters for the supply of an article which her own hills

would yield her in an abundance almost unknown to any other.
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ore. It is probable that remains of this fossil, much larger than
this, will yet be met with in the slate, or in its included beds of
transition limestone

; as rocks similar to these have hitherto fur-
nished the most remarkable that have occurred in Europe, some
of which, found in the slate rocks of France, are. according to Pro-
fessor Bakewell. seven inches in length.* They are found also of
of equal size and in great perfection at Trenton Falls

; and it is
remarked by Professor SiUiman that "some of them seem almost
lookmg out of the black limestone rock, as if still animated." +
Those found in the Dudley limestone, according to Parkinson
rarely exceed three inches in length.

In breaking masses of this ore. the fracture frequently crosses
the fossils, and lays open their inner surfaces, which are often
covered by a very thin and brilliant, bluish-green, botryoidal
crust of the phosphate of iron. They also present this substance
crystallized, in beautiful divergent plates, or lamina, which
are transluceuiand of a bluish-green color ; also lamellar sul-
phate of lime shooting tiirough the cavities from one side to
the other. In some cases, the cavities, left in the ore by the
decomposition of the internal part of the fossil, are entirely filled
up with a yellow friable carbonate of iron, having, intermixed with
It, a few bluish spots of the phosphate

; at other times the crusta-
ceous parts of the fossil are converted into carbonate of iron which
shows, distinctly, the original appearance of the shelly covering
in fact, m almost every fossil met with in this ore. we have one
or both of these metallic salts, produced by the combination of its
constituent principles, carbonic and phosphoric acids, with the

• Introduction to Geology, p. 27.

t See note on page 48 of his "Outline," appended to his edition of Bake-
well 8 Introduction.
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surrounding iron, assisted, as we have before ventured to say,

Oy lieat.

The existence of the sulphate of lime in the ore, although it

is no direct proof of the action of heat upon it, yet has a bearing

on the case. For it can hardly be overlooked, that the sulphur,

which was at first united with pyrites of which there are yet tra-

ces in the ore, has, by its decomposition and passage into sulphu-

ric ac'd, united with the lime of the shells, and thus given rise to

the sul[)hate under the form we have described ; leaving the iron

of the pyrites behind, as we find it, in a yellow oxide. This pro-

cess, we are aware, might have taken place, as it does take place,

without much heat ; but all the attending phenomena are such,

in the present case, as to leave but litUe doubt in our minds, that

heat was the agent employed. Bur, in addition to these, we have

other arguments in support of these views, which, to some, may

appear of a more positive character than those already adduced.

It is well known that iron is deposited from an aqueous solution only

in the state of the peroxide, and that its ores, in such cases, are

never of a great specific gravity, and always void of magnetism.

Now the aqueous origin of the ore in question, is evinced by the

presence of marine exuviae in every part of it
; yet, in some pla-

ces, even where "the fossil remains are the most numerous, this

ore has acquired the character of the magnetic oxide, and is no

longer a peroxide. How then is this to be explained? how is it

that the ore assumes such totally different characters in different

parts of the same bed ? that of Pictou being in the state of perox-

ide, as it was originally deposited from an aqueous solution, and

that of Clement's in the state of the magnetic or protoxide. We con-

ceive it undeniable, that this great change is to be ascribed to the

heat attending the production of the trap rocks of the North moun-

h:h
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tains, rendering; the ore at Clement'!,, in their immediate vicinity.
strongly magnetic by driving off a portion of its oxygen ; while that
at Pictou, more remotely situated, was not sensibly affected by
.ts mfluonco, but retains its full quantity of oxygen, is compara-
Uvely light, and is without magnetism. Besides, by this theo-
ry we are enabled to account lor the existence of so large a
quantity of carbonate of lime in the latter ore, the heat not having
been sufficient to drive off the carbonic acid from the fossil shells
contumed in it. The superior compactness of the former, its great-
er specific gravity, and more intimate union with the adjoining
slate, from which, in many places, it is dilHcult to discover any
line of separation, are in confirmation of the theory which we
venture to offer, thus supported, to the consideration'of our read-
ers

;
assured as we are, that should any of them be induced to pass

over the same ground, and examine for themselves the evidences
on which it is founded, they would not be disposed to differ much
from us, if indeed they xv^re not fully brought over to the «ame
views. It affords new proof of the igneous origin of the trap
rocks on which it wholly depends ; and it is thus, we think, by
amalgamating the rival theories of Werner and Hutton, that just
conclusions can be formed, of the geological nature of this coun-
try, and the relation which the rocks of aqueous deposition bear
to those of igneous origin.

The clay-slate forming the banks of Bear river, near its
mouth, contains beds of iron pyrites, of a compact, amorphous
character, well suited for the manufacture of copperas. In fact,
where this mineral is freely exposed to air and moisture, the sul-
phate of iron forms spontaneously, and covers this rock with an
efflorescent incrustation. The hepatic variety also occurs with
It, and, extending through the rock to some distance from the
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river, exhales in sultry weather, an odor, which cannot fail to

apprize the iiihabilanls of its existence.

About four miles from Bear river, in the vicinity of a place

known as ' The Joggins," the clay-slate of the South mountains

is intersected by another dyke of porphyry, which is here pre-

sented, forming the sides of a deep recess or valley, but a few

yards from the main road to Digby. It enters the strata nearly at

the same angle with the dyke, before mentioned, on Nictau moun-

tain ; and, like that, its actual connexion with the neighbouring

slate being entirely hidden from observation, we were unable to

determine its extent, or its more approximate relations to that

rock. The base of this porphyry is a greyish-black trap, of a

fine-grained texture, and compact. The imbedded granular con-

cretions of felspar, of a pure white color, are verj numerous.

Though, for the most part, no regularity of form is discernible in

them, sometimes distinct parallelograms of white felspar may be

observed. The rock is thus rendered more distinctly poiphy-

ritic than that of Nictau.

Wo shall not attempt to discuss the origin of the dykes which

thus intersect the strata of clay-slate ; for the theory applied to all

other dykes of similar characte , is ecpially applicable to these.

They are doubtless of an origin posterior to the clay-slate, and now

occupy the immense fissures left by the contraction or solidifica-

tion of the adjoining transition rock, including the great ore-bed ;

and have proceeded from, or are coeval with, the trap rocks of the

neighbouring North mountains. Should the dyke at this place

extend for any considerable distance into the high land, it will be

found most probably to intersect the great ore-bed, which, from

the direction of the latter near Bear river, must take place nearly

two miles south of the valley. Whether the intersection does
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actually take place, we are however unable to say ; as from the
very imperloct examinations that have been made below Bear
river, the ore has not yet been observed in place ; l)ut Ironi the
magnetic needle being allected in this (juarter as sensibly as be-
tween Clement's and Nictau, this supposition i. rendered
extremely probable, if, indeed, it is not confirmed by the discov-
ery of masses of this ore in diflerent parts of the hij-h lands that

stretch towards lake St. Mary's, which forms the western lermi-
nation of the clay slate and the interstratified (p,art/ rock.

(See the map). Of the nature of the rock composing this cape
we were in doubt, not having been abh; (o visit it in 1S27. For
this reason, it was left uncolored on the map accompanying our re-
marks in Professor Silliman's "American Journal of Science,"
though we were correctly informed of the extent of the slate as far

as it was exhibited by the coloring on that map. From a view given
of it in Des Harres' " AMantic Neptune," to which we have already
referred the reader for several sketches of the scenery of Nova
Scotia, we were led to expect the occurrence of colunmar trap
upon it; and the opportunity which it might thus allord us of
witnessing the actual juxtaposition of this rock' with the transition

slate, a phenomenon for which we had hitherto looked in vain,
was one which we couhl not well pass over unimproved. Jiut on
approaching the cape, which is fronted by a cli/r of only about
eighty feet, we soon found ourselves deceived by Des Barres'
sketch, which, indeed, bore so rude a resemblance to the actual
appearance of this spot, that we were led to believe it had been
intended to represent some other of far greater height and mag-
nitude. For instead of the oblique and irregular lines, that would
alone have given the dip or inclined stratification of the slate

composing the cliff, we have vertical and horizontal lines, that, in

26
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truth, represent nothing but a vast Jacade of columnar trap. It

is possible that the cape, at the time this sketch of it was taken,

was much higher than it is at present ; a change, which, if we
consider the lapse of sixty years, and take into account also the

destructive action of the sea, which in other places effects changes

as great in one twentieth part of that time, cannot certainly be

thought very remarkable. But the exact features of the spot

must then have been strangely overlooked by the artist ; for if he

had correctly copied them, his picture could have never led to

the error of supposing its composition to be of trap instead of

slate.

No trap rock, iu any form, occurs on the southern shore of St.

Mary's Bay ; even the dykes that occasionally penetrate the slate

of the South mountaL-^s, and the drifted masses strewed over their

surface, are here entirely wanting; and, if we except these, no

indications of it occur in any part of Nova Scotia beyond the con-

fines of the North mountain range. Its occurrence on the Isla..a

of Cape Breton has been barelv mentioned by Messrs. Smith

and Brown
; and we regret that these gentlemen have not been

able lo give us some details respecting it. It may indeed be

looked for whe ever the sandstone prevails, as these two rocks

are commonly associated.

The coast, of ".'hich we are now speaking, consists of slate,

occasionally presenting, among its water-worn cliffs, interesting

sections of quartz rock and beds of transition limestone. But

the quartz rock of this place has not the usual compact, homoge-

neous character of that (soon to be mentioned) around Halifax,

where it appears in more powerful strata, and, from its power of

more effectually resisting the elements, stands up above the slate

in prominent ridges, suggesting to the observer the appearance of
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basaltic v\alls. It seems here more properly a fine fragmentary

rock, consi.^ting of granular quartz and felspar, united with grains

of serpentine of a dirty green color, and having a saponaceous
feel. It is traversed by narrow seams of fibrous asbestus, a min-
eral hitherto unobserved in this Province. But in a few places, be-

coming finer grained and compact, it passes into the slate as at

other localities. Although, in containing the serpentine, it dillers

from the quartz rock near Halilax (the effect of certain local

and accidental causes), it possesses, in common with this, the

general structure and composition of the quartz rock of Scotland,

so ably illustrated by Dr. McCulloch, according to whom it

is sometimes met with in the Highlands of Scotland in a frag-

mentary form similar to this. It is not however, in this country,

geologically associated with those rocks of the primary series, with

which, according to that writer, it traverses different parts of

Scotland
;
but, as it is mineralogically the same rok as the Scot-

tish aggregate, it is obvious that the same title should hi applied

to it, although, contrary to the systems, it [may place this rock

among the formations of a later epoch, to wh=ch, in fact, the re-

cent discoveries of distinguished geologists have shown it to

belong
;

as, according to M. De la Beche, it occurs with argilla-

ceous slate, containing fossils, in France; and it is even de-

scribed, by Humboldt, as a secondary rock in the Andes of

Peru, where it is extensively interposed in a formation of alpine

limestone with fossil shells.* Its occurrence, in Nova Scotia, in

intimate connexion with slate, containing the remains of the

trilobite, a crustaceous insect, hitherto found only in the oldest

transition rocks, proves it a more recent formation, but allows us

Baron Humboldt's Essay on tha Superposition of Rocks in both Hemisphi

p. 296.

eres.
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to class it posterior only to the granite, on which it in fact immedi-

ately reposes, but witii which it is never known to alternate. The
slate and quartz rock were observed to extend round Cape St.

Mary's for several miles towards Yarmouth ; they probably form

most of the coast from thence towards Cape Sable. We are, howev-

er, unable to speak positively on this point, from not having extend-

ed our examinations so far ; but, from the infoimation we have

received, we are led to believe that it forms the whoJe western

coast of the Province, interrupted only by the granite, wiiich

occasionally rises through it in the interior. The white banks,

alluded to in Des Barres' work, are doubtless the quartz rock

;

and the white sand, also spoken of in the same work, is probably

its disintegrated dtbris, formed and thrown up by the sea.* But

we choose to leave, for the present, this part of the geologi-

cal map uncolored, in the hope of seeing it filled up by the ob-

servations of others, or our own, which may hereafter be renew-

ed in this region and extended perhaps to some remoter parts

of it.

With the exception of the limestone referred to, veins of

quartz sometimes crystallized, and occasional disseminations of

* Sable Island, uliicli has proved so often a scene of shipwreck and desolation

to mariners, is said to be formed wholly of this frail material, which is so light as

to he carried al)out and drifted into new shoals by tlic wind and sea of almost every

tempest. The islnnd is very low
; and, although but a little more than a mile wide,

it is said to extend thirty miles in lensth. It is remarked by Mr. Halliburton, that

" those who have not personally witnessed the effe ' of a storm upon this place, can

form no adequate idea of its horrors. The reverberated thunder of the sea, when it

strikes this attenuated line of sand, on a front of thirty miles, is truly appalling;

and the vibration of the island under its mighty pressure, seems to indicate that it

will separate and be borne away into the oceai»." History of Nova Scotia, Vol. ii.

page 220.
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iron pyrites, this coast, so lar as we have traced it, presents noth-
ing of niineralogical interest

; yet the lover of the picturesque will
be delighted with its scenery, which, although wanting, it is true,
the majestic outhne of the opposite coast, is more agreeably di-
versified by the alternations of different rocks, the variable manner
in which the strata of slate are seen to run, and the deep glens
that have been formed by the sea between their protruding edo-es
Of one of these spots, we find a view in the "Atlantic Neptune "

showing the limestone caverned out by the sea.

'

The quartz rock before alluded to, is the only rock in Nova
Scotia, of which we have omitted to mention the mineralogical
characters. It is represented on the map as alternating with the
clay-slate, and constituting strata of great dimensions. This is
not strictly true to nature, for it alternates so frequently, as to
render it impossible to give an exact view of its arrangement •

but the proportion of this rock to the slate is correctly shown',
by thus collecting the numerous narrow beds of it into a
few large uivisions. It occupies but a small part of the country
It IS composed, as its name indicates, of siliceous matter, or
quartz, which is fine granular, but more frequently compact, and
breaks, not unusually, with a conchoidal fracture. It is some-
times white, and its grains are transparent ; but it generally has a
greyish or bluish tint, arising, apparently, from admixture with the
contiguous slate, with which it is doubtless coeval. It frequently
passes into flinty or siliceous slate, and is sometimes so intimate-
ly blended with the argillite into which it passes, that the eye
cannot distinguish where the one begins or the other terminates
The layers of siliceous slate are often separated by thin foha of
argillaceous slate, while the true quartz rock possesses no strati-
fied appearance, and never separates into layers like the slate

27
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But, in a few instances, it loses entirely its compact and homoge-

neous appearance, and becomes a fragmentary compound similar

to that already mentioned on the shore of St. Mary's Bay, except-

ing that it wants the greenish serpentine observed only at that

place. One of the beds of quartz rock runs fifteen miles north

of Halifax ; two cross Bedford Basin ; and the fourth forms a part

of the Peninsula included between Margaret's Bay and Halifax

harbour, where it presents itself to the ocean, and opposes an

unyielding barrier against its mighty waves. It is not known

how far these beds extend into the interior; but it is probable

that they are continuous with the strata of slate, and are connected

with the quartz rock on the shore of St. Mary's Bay.

It will appear evident we think, even setting aside its mineral

composition, which alone is sufficient to determine its true char-

acter, that this rock can have no claims to the title of trap, whether

considered as secondary or primitive ; for, by its stratification with

and passage into the transition clay-slate, it is proved to be con-

temporaneous with that rock, the strata of which it is never known

to cross in dykes, as is ordinarily the case with trap rocks. Cer-

tainly the term primitive, which we find applied to it in the work

we have alluded to, is peculiarly unfortunate. We mention this,

in the present instance, in order to set forth more plainly our

reasons for having applied the term quartz rock to the aggregate

in question, and, if possible, to avoid the charge of having mistaken

its true character. These reasons, we trust, will be sufficient to ex-

cuse us, in the minds of the gentlemen who drew up those re-

marks, from any wish of calling in question, unnecessarily, the

accuracy of their observations, as we assure them that truth on

the subject is our only aim, even if it come from a source that should

expose the fallacy of our own views. The quartz rock, as we
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have said, occupies but a small part of the country, being met with
principally in the township of Halifax, where it constitutes the
dreary and barren hills which surround that city, and which have
falsely been considered fair specimens of the soil of Nova Scotia.
From the nature of this rock, that part of the country, in which it

predominates, must for ages remain sterile ; as this flinty aggre-
gate obdurately resists the action of the elements, and will re-
quire a long period for a decomposition of suflTicient soil to re-
ward the labors of the agriculturist; and this soil, from its nature,
will never advantageously compare with the rich loam of the
valley of Annapolis, or the garden of Acadia, Cornwallis, which
are more favored by nature in this respect. HaUfax, fortunate-
ly, is not dependent upon her soil to "yield her bread "; but,
situated at the head of one of the most beautiful harbours in the'

world, with the romantic Bedford Basin in the rear, she possesses
commercial advantages, to which those of no other place in the
country can be compared, and is fully compensated for the imper-
fection of her soil, which, collected in the valleys, suffices to
produce the garden vegetables for the city.

The traveller proceeding from the United States to Hahfax,
who is desirous of studying the principal rock formations de'
scribed in this paper, can easily arrange his route so as to exam-
me the structure of the country. If he goes by the way of St.
Johns, (N. B.) and takes the steam-boat to Annapolis, he may
examine to advantage the trap rocks of the North mountains, and
the clay-slate of the South mountains, in his journey along the
valley of the Annapolis river, in which he will travel between these
two ranges to Windsor; and then cross the South mountains, the
border of the sandstonr and the quartz rock formaUon, to Halifax.
From Halifax, he may shape his course eastwardly to Pictou, and
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comprise in his observations the coal, iron, and copper mines,

with the other interesting locahties of that district.* Returning

through Windsor, he may then take passage in one of the packets

which statedly ply between that place and St. Johns, in which he

will pass beneath the lofty portals of Cape Blomidon and Cape

D'Or,and within near view of the high*and picturesque Island sit-

uated off that coast. The readiness evinced by the masters

of these packets, to aid the obj jcts of travellers, will enable

thm, on suitable occasions, to pass a short time in gathering up

some of the many rare and beautiful productions that are scat-

tered along this coast. But in order to bestow upon it the atten-

tion which it deserves, no method will be found so convenient

and efficient, as that of chartering a vessel properly furnished for

the tour, and large enough to admit of storing away the ex-

tensive collections of objects that may be obtained. This method

was pursued by ourselves with great advantage in our last excur-

sion to the Peninsula, and is one which our experience enables

us to recommend to others as decidedly the easiest and most

likely to be successful. A small boat, without sails, will also be

found a useful auxiliary, by which access may be had to many

places along the coast, where the water would be too shallow

to allow a larger craft to ride in safety, or where such a vessel

• At the Provincial Academy of Pictou, there has been collected, and scientifi-

cally arranged under the direction of Dr. McCulloch, the principal of tlie institu-

tion, a very fine museum of natural history, particularly of native birds and insects,

in which department this country appears quite similar to the United States, if we

except, perhaps, the greater number of aquatic birds. The collection was politely

shown us by Dr. McKinlay, one of the trustees and lecturers of the institution,

and a clergyman of the place, to whom, '"r this and other acts of kindness, we

would here express our obligations.
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would be in the greatest danger of being driven upon the shore

by the sudden and violent gales that spring up in tiiis region, or

of being hurled among the broken ledges by the tides and cur-

rents that rush impetuously along the coast, and leave only here
and there a spot of real security, sheltered by some bold pro-

jecting ridge of rock.

In treating of the Geology of this province we have perhaps

exceeded the limits within which, it may be said, we should have

confined ourselves. But as our object has been to describe facts

as they exist in nature, and also to point out, in some instances,

the rationale of the more remarkable phenomena observed, it was
found impossible to shorten the paper materially, without omitting

parts which either had a necessary connexion with the whole,

or which, in themselves, seemed too important not to have some
brief consideration. Our object, too, has been to describe the

structure and productions of the country in such a manner as

would be most useful to those who may succeed us in exploring

it
;
and in doing this, we have often cited several locahties of the

same substance, as it presented itself under some new form or

variety, and have thus been led occasionally into a minuteness of

detail which, though it has lengthened out our remarks, has given

greater completeness to the whole. Among the numerous

locahties of mineral substances particularized in this paper,

probably few will be found to have lost much of their interest

since they were examined by us, while many of them will doubt-

less be found to have acquired much new interest by the

changes they may have suffered in the mean time, and by the sub-

stances which these changes may have brought to light.*

* It may be well to state as a curious fact in this place, that no traces of the

mineral known as prelinite have appeared in our examinations of the trap rocks of

28
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Theories which are generally known and adopted, we have

meroly alluded to en jsas.sanf; but when appearances justified it,

we have advanced opinions, some of which are perhaps novel,

although they are the legitimate inferences from the facts discov-

ered in our investigations, which were carefully made, and the

results recorded on the spot where they were observed. Some

errors will probably be found in our statements, such as must

unavoidably occur in an account of the geology of an unexplored

country, where there are but few of those conveniences, which

abound in our own, to facilitate researches into its physical

structure. In the main, however, we trust that they will be found

correct, although some omissions will doubtless be discovered, and

the boundaries of the rock formations may not always have

been exactly portrayed. This was a necessary consequence

of the obscurity occasioned by the uniform covering of soil which

exists in the interior, and which, although it enriches the country

in an agricultural point of view, greatly embarrasses researches

into its geology. The sea-coast, denuded by the action of the

waves, exhibits the most satisfactory views of its rock formations

;

and when defeated in our search for the outcroppings of strata

in the interior, we scarcely ever failed in obtaining a view of them

somewhere along the extensive coast of the Province. The sim-

plicity and remarkable regularity in geological structure exhibit-

ed in Nova Scotia, cannot fail to excite the admiration of every

Hi t,

Nova Scotia ; although this mineral, accompanied by nearly the same substances

that have been described in this paper, is abundant in the trap rocks of most other

regions, and is never, we believe, wholly absent from any of them, when they occur

to any considerable extent. And we are far from believing that it will not yet be

met with when the rocks of Nova Scotia shall have been more minutely explored

in search of it, and add another species to the interesting suite of substances which

this country has already afforded.
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geologist, who may examine that region, how much so ever he
may disagree with us in our theoretical deductions.

We have purposely omitted, as being entirely foreign to the
object of this paper, any references to the history and geography
of the country, excepting in a few cases, where they could hard-
ly be avoided in designating particular localities, and in assisting
the traveller in finding such as were the objects of our examina-
tion. For much valuable information in relation to these sub-
jects, as well as to the general statistics and topography of the
country, we take great pleasure in referring our readers to Mr.
HaUiburton's « History of Nova Scotia," published at Halifax in
1829.
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MINERALS OP NOVA SCOTIA,

Comprising such a, are described in the preceding Paper, principally
arranged, as to Species, Subspecies, and Varieties, according to the
" Tabular Hew" in the excellent Si/stem of Mimralogy by Pro-
fessoT Clcaveland.

Species.

Sulphate of Baryles.

SUBSPECIES. VARIETIES.

lamellar and granular.

Carbonate of Lime.

Calcareous Spar.

compact and crytitalliEed.

crystallized and lamellar.
Dog-tooth spar.

Stalactite.

granular
hemitropic.

magnesian

Brown Spar.
crystallized Rhotab-ipor.

bituminous

Arragonite.
Calcareous Sinter.

Phosphate of Lime.
crystallized.

Sulphate of Lime.

Selenite.

Gypsum.

Asparagus stone.

massive,

lamellar.

fibrous, granular,

compact, snowy,

Quartz

common crystallized

and stellated.

limpid, smoky (Cairngorm)

Amethyst.
yellow, irised, radiated.

ferruginous
red and purple

fetid

29
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ICIED. auiini'EciEB. VARIBTIEI.
Chalcedony.

brown and greea.

('uclioluMK.

Cuinvlian, Unyx.
Anulu, —rilibon, hreccUtad,
fuitilicatiuo, auU moM.

Siliceous Sinter.

aiiiL'ihyntino, and
luow while.

Heliotrope.

0|)aJ.

SGini-opal.

Ilornstone.
r

Jasper.

common utriped

Agalc -jasper.

Siliceous Slate.
Kuiii-juaper.

Dasanilo.
Mica.

lamlnntvd.
Schorl.

cominon Idack prlnmatic.

B'elspar.
uciculur, in quartz,

common.
Garnet.

manganesian
Stilbito.

Laumonite
yellow and white.

AualciniG

common, and red, or

Sarcollte.

Chabasie.
cupreous green, a new variety.

wine yellow,

colorlessi.

Apophyllite.

groon and white.
Alhin.

Ilculandite.

red and white.
Thomsonite,

Mesotype.

Mesolltc or Needlestone.
Skolczite.

plumous and tilamcotouB.
Asbestus.

fibrous.

Hornblende.

common
massive.

Diallage.

metalloidal

Serpentine.

v;- i
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SperiRi. ii;jj»psciii.
Chlorite.

VARIETIBS.

Green (^arth.

Ar^^illaccouR Slate.

eommon, cryntallUed

Graphite.

Arglllile.

Root Slate.

granular.

fSotJ.

Lignite.
eommun bitui.ilooui.

115

Copper.

Sulpliiiret of copp(!r, ^

or Vitreous Copper. )

Pyritousi Copper.

Red Oxido of Copper.

Carbonate of Copper.

Sulphuret of Iron.

Magnetic Oxide of Iron.

Specular Oxide of Iron.

blue

green

arsenical

Red Oxide of Iron

Brown Oxide of Iron.

(Hydrous oxide.)

Argillaceous Oxide of Iron.

Carbonate of Iron.

micaceous.

Jcl. Pilc-hy lignite.

BlliiniiiJoiN wiiod.

Brown, uailliy, and brlttlo.

nallvo motallic.

arbuioMcuiit.

compact luasiiva.

contmon yellow,

crystallized.

fibroui.

fibrous, (Mabchite.)

common amorphous,
hepatic.

cubic.

compact, granular and
crystallized,

earthy.

crystallized.

compact.

pHeudoraorphout.
Kcddlo.

I'usciculnr, in quartz and
amethyst crystals.

Brown Hotnalito.

botryoidal and atalactiiic.

resinous granular.

Shot ore. Bog ore.

massive and crystallized.

t
*
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8DB8PRCIB8.
Species.

Phosphate of Iron.

Sulphate of Iron.

Sulphuret of Lead.

Arsenidte of Lead.

Oxide of Manganese,
(Pyrolusite of Haidinger)

Chlorophffiite.*

argentiferous

grey

VARIETIES.

botiToidal and crystallized,
earthy and pulverulent.

efflorescent.

cominon.

crystallized.

radiated, compact, and
acicular.

* This rare and curious mineral is not yet established aa a distinct species. It has

ZIZITV:
'^ '"'' ''^""'"^'^' -eralcist, W. PhillipMo be allied to the

S.deroclcpte of Saussure
; butneither of tl,ese minerals has been analyzed

ERRATA.
Pc^e 22, line 26, for Chute's Cove read St. Croix's Cove.

_ * ' veins " rnina_
34,

33,

8S,

14,

8.

15.

m situa

one

crylindrical

ruins,

in situ,

ore.

cylindrical.

P;-'t'
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